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The purpose of the thesis is to examine how macroeconomic conditions affect firms’ 
capital structure adjustment speeds in the eurozone. The thesis contributes with new 
empirical observations from a market where similar studies have not been performed 
as comprehensively. The thesis is inspired by the studies by Cook and Tang (2010) and 
Çolak, Gungoraydinoglu, and Öztekin (2018). 

The theoretical framework consitutes traditional capital structure theories, with 
particluar focus on capital structure adjustments and macroeconomic movements. 
The eurozone has undergone both the global Financial Crisis and the Sovereign Debt 
Crisis, with strong increases in government bond yields and volatile equity markets, 
which makes it an interesting aggregated area to study at both firm and 
macroeconomic level.  

The sample time period starts in 2002, when the euro was initiated, and end in 2016. 
The sample is limited to publicly listed firms in the eurozone with more than two years 
of consecutive data. Countries with less than 10 firm observations are exceluded from 
the sample, which includes firms from of 12 out of 19 eurozone countries. Leverage 
ratios ar measured in both book- and market-values. When estimating target leverage 
ratios, a system GMM model is used with a set of firms-specific and macroeconomic 
variables, following the comparison studies. To test how macroeconomic conditions 
affect capital structure adjustment speeds, OLS regressions are conducted including 
dummy variables based of the state of the economy in the full samples, and on sub-
samples divided into good and bad states of the economy. 

The results of the thesis support the findings of previous studies, and suggest that firms 
in the eurozone adjust their book-valued leverage ratios faster than their market-
valued leverage ratios, and that they adjust their capital structure faster in good states 
than in bad states of the economy when the states are defined by GDP growth or 
market dividend yield. When term spread is used as the determinant of the states of 
the economy and when leverage is measured in market values, the results are the 
oppoiste. 

The results of the thesis can be of interest and of use for both corporate managements 
and central banks, as well as researcher interested in dynamic capital structure 
adjustment speeds and macroeconomic conditions in general.  

Keywords: Dynamic capital structure, speed of adjustment, macroeconomic 
conditions. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Capital structure is one of the most researched topics within corporate finance. After the 
work of Modigliani & Miller in 1958, hundreds of papers have been written on the topic 
and theories have been developed to explain the capital structure decisions and 
determinants. Nevertheless, capital structre is a highly vivid topic with lots of stonoes 
still unturned; as the economy changes so does the firms’ financing needs and thus their 
capital structures.  

One could state that the capital structre decision is one of the most important financial 
aspects of corporate management. Depending on the relation between debt and equity, 
a firm can benefit from a tax shield via deductible interest payments or less costly funds, 
but a firm can also be harmed by increased bankruptcy costs or narrowed management 
horizon. According to the trade-off theory of capital structure, firms aim to maintain an 
optimal capital structure by balancing these costs and benefits of debt (Kraus & 
Lizenberger, 1973). Thus, if a firm deviates from their optimal capital structure it should 
adjust toward it as soon as possible, and if it fails to do so, the outcome could be costly.  

A firm has different options when adjusting its leverage ratio toward its target. On the 
one hand, when the firm’s leverage is below target leverage it can repurchase shares or 
issue new debt. On the other hand, when the firm’s leverage is above target leverage it 
can issue new equity or retire debt. An internal alternative for leverage adjustment is to 
keep profits as retained earnings or to pay them out as dividends. (Drobetz, et al., 2015) 
However, adjustment is not always possible due to both internal and external factors 
affecting capital structure. The difference between these factors is that internal factors 
can be managed by the firm, whilst external factors cannot. For firms to make successful 
capital structure decisions that enhance their financial stability and profitability, 
knowledge of both types is necessary. (Mokhova & Zinecker, 2014) Changes in the 
external factors such as the economy, or internal factors such profitability, might either 
lead to firms deviating from their optimal capital structure, or help them reach it. The 
change from actual capital structure toward optimal capital structure can be measured 
as the proportion of the gap between them being closed from one period the next. This 
measure is called the speed of adjustment. Although the proportion is not measuring any 
speed per se, it can be converted to a so-called half-life1, which measures how many years 

                                                        
1 The life time is LN(0.5)/LN(1 – SOP), where SOP is the speed of adjustment 
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(or time periods observed) it would take for a firm to close half of the gap from one period 
to the next. 

Many important and valid theories of capital structure have been developed since 
Modigliani’s and Miller’s (1958) seminal paper on the topic. The two most well know 
theories are the trade-off and pecking order theory. Both theories explain the capital 
structure decision from the corporate management’s point of view, but they have very 
opposing arguments. The trade-off theory explains the capital structure decision based 
on the trade-off between benefits and costs of debt and equity financing. The theory 
states that this trade-off will lead to an optimal and value maximizing capital structure. 
(Kraus & Lizenberger, 1973) The pecking order theory explains the capital structure 
decision based on information asymmetries between investors and managers, as well as 
the existence of adverse selection. The theory states that these two lead to firms 
preferring internal financing over external financing, and debt over equity. (Donaldson, 
1961) Neither theory is perfect, but both help to understand the nature of corporate 
capital structures and financing decisions. 

Before the recent Global Financial Crisis and European Debt Crisis, empirical research 
on capital structure decisions in relation to the macroeconomic conditions has been 
scarce. However, inspired by the crisis and its outcomes, the research on corporate 
finance decisions has involved macroeconomic movements as well. For example, 
Bhamra,  Fischer and Kuehn (2011) showed that monetary policy influences corporate 
default through impact on inflation. Mokhova and Zinecker’s (2014) proved that external 
determinants significantly influence corporate capital structure of non-financial 
manufactured companies. Daskalakis, Balios and Dalla (2017) found that debt ratios’ 
adjustment speeds follow different patterns depending on the stage of the economy. The 
list could be much longer, but there is still a fairly new niche of research relating to capital 
structure that has not been covered enough in relation to macroeconomic conditions; 
capital structure adjustment speed.  

1.1 Problem 

The fact that capital structure matter has been explained by combining theory and 
empirical research. The trade-off theory explains the existence of a non-observable 
optimal capital structure, or target leverage ratio, which maximizes the benefits and 
minimizes the costs of debt. Lots of empirical researchers have provided evidence that 
firms return toward a target leverage ratio after periods of deviation from it (Javaliand & 
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Harris, 1984; Fama & French, 2002; Leary & Roberts, 2005; Flannery & Rangan, 2006; 
Kayhan & Titman, 2007). The return toward the target is measured as the adjustment 
speed of capital structure. For example, Flannery and Rangan’s (2006) results support 
the trade-off theory with a fast adjustment speed of 34.1% per year, whereas the result of 
Fama and French (2002) show a “snail” pace (7-17%) supporting the pecking order 
theory (that there is no such thing as a target leverage level). 

The theoretical target leverage ratio is indeed unobservable, but survey evidence by 
Graham and Harvey (2001) shows that over 80% of fims consider a concrete target 
leverage ratio, or range, when making debt decisions. This is also a commonly accepted 
view in the empirical research on capital structure; when firms issue debt or equity, they 
also consider their target leverage ratio, i.e. assume capital structure adjustment. 
However, due to market frictions such as issuance or financial intermediation costs, 
firms may actively choose to temporarily diverge from their target; if rebalancing of 
leverage is costly, adjustment is also slower (Hovakimian, et al., 2001; Flannery & 
Rangan, 2006). Cook and Tang (2010) and Çolak, et al. (2018) have studied these kinds 
of situations, when rebalancing is slower, and both found that weak external detrminants 
(macroeconomic conditions, and economic and political uncertainty, respectively) have 
negative effects on adjustment speeds. 

Studying how macroeconomic conditions affect the capital structure speed of adjustment 
is highly interesting these days post Financial Crisis; with blooming equity markets and 
low interest rates. Cook and Tang (2010) compared US based firms’ capital structure 
adjustments toward their target leverage ratios explicitly in good and bad 
macroeconomic states. They found that firms tend to adjust their leverage ratios faster 
in good macroeconomic states relative to bad states, and also that firms generally have 
higher leverage ratios in bad states than in good states. Their study confirms the 
anticipation of counter-cyclical leverage behaviour during an interesting time period 
with both expansions and recessions in the US economy.  

Nevertheless, the US economy is not the only one affected by financial crises. The 
eurozone Debt Crisis is one of the most central economic and financial events in the 
recent economic history. The crisis unfolded from unsustainable budget shortfalls and 
several eurozone nations’ government debts going through the roof, and it was the first 
economic crisis in a currency union in modern history. The most visible features of the 
crisis were the strongly increased sovereign bond yields, volatile stock markets, and 
social unrests. (Samarkoon, 2017) In other words, many external factors weakened 
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substantially, totally out of the hands of corporate managements but most definitely 
affecting firms’ capital structure decisions.   

Thus, by studying eurozone firms before, during, and after the crisis, and comparing 
capital structure adjustment speed during different states of the economy, the following 
question aims to be answered: Do firms in the eurozone adjust their capital structure 
slower in bad states of the economy? 

1.2 Purpose 

The purpose of the study is to determine if the states of the economy during 2002-2016 
affect the capital structure adjustment speeds in firms in the eurozone. 

1.3 Contribution 

Capital structure is a well-studied topic, and as mentioned before, the literature on how 
macroeconomic factors affect capital structure has grown since the Financial Crisis. This 
thesis will contribute to the literature of capital structure adjustment speed on the 
following areas 

i. Capital structure adjustment speed and macroeconomic conditions 

ii. Capital structure adjustment speed in eurozone firms 

iii. Capital structure adjustment speed in different states of the economy, controlled 
by financial development (bond and stock market) 

1.4 Scope 

The scope of the study is limited to publicly traded firms in the eurozone during the time 
period 2002-2016, excluding financial firms and utilities. The focus is to explain capital 
structure adjustment speed over time by comparing good and bad states of the economy, 
which are determined by GDP growth, term spread, and market dividend yield. To 
determine the target leverage (toward which the adjustment is done) both firm specific 
and macroeconomic variables are included, and a dynamic partial adjustment model is 
used to define the capital structure adjustment speed. The aim is to follow the study by 
Cook and Tang (2010) by using a similar set of variables and steps of the methodology, 
but by including features from the most recent capital structure adjustment studies, e.g. 
Çolak, et al. (2018), to ensure that the methodology is following the current litterature. 
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1.5 Structure of the thesis 

The thesis starts with an introduction to capital structure theories, with particular focus 
on capital structure adjustment speeds and macroeconomic conditions. The theory 
chapter is followed by a review of previous literature, where four comparison studies are 
presented in detail and in a chronological order. After that, data and methodology are 
discussed, before presenting the descriptive statistics of the whole dataset used in the 
different stages of the methodology, including firm-specific data, macroeconomic data, 
states of the economy, and leverage ratios in different states of the economy. Results are 
described together with robustness tests after the descriptive statistics, and before the 
last chapter the results are discussed in more detail relating to relevant theories and 
previous research. Lastly, key results and findings are summarised in the final 
concluding chapter. 
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2 CAPITAL STRUCTURE 

This chapter starts with introducing the theories of capital structure and “where it all 
begun”, the Modigliani-Miller theorems. After that, a brief overview of the three most 
well-known capital structure theories is given; trade-off, pecking order, and market 
timing theories. The focus lies on the trade-off theory, as this is the theory that relates 
the most to capital structure adjustments and is thus most relevant for the purpose of the 
thesis.  

The second part of the chapter discusses capital structure decisions and determinants, 
backed by empirical evidence, with focus on the relationship between capital structure, 
capital structure adjustment speed, and the macro economy. Chapter 4 explains in more 
detail the variables used in this thesis and how they relate to the theories described in 
this chapter. 

2.1 Economic theory 

This is the first part of the theory chapter and describes the Modigliani-Miller theorem, 
the trade-off theory, the pecking order theory, and the market timing theory.   

2.1.1 The Modigliani-Miller theorem 

Modigliani and Miller (1958), M&M, are like the fathers of corporate finance theory, 
because before them no generally acknowledged capital structure theory existed. Their 
theory, the MM-model, is based on a perfect world, where a firm’s total value is not 
dependent on its capital structure. In the perfect world by the MM-model, there are still 
several assumption; i) investors and firms can take identical combinations of securities 
at competitive market prices and at same present value of future cash flows, ii) no taxes 
or transaction costs, and iii) the cash flows of firms do not change the cash flows 
generated by their investments and they do not reveal any information that is not in the 
public (Berk & DeMarzo, 2010). To prove that firm value is free of the financing choice, 
M&M include arbitrage constraints and the law of one price, which is now known as the 
Modigliani-Miller Proposition I. In a world with perfect capital markets the value of a 
levered firm is equal to the value of an unlevered firm: 

!" = !$ (Equation 1) 
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M&M included different discount rates for cash flows of levered equity and unlevered 
equity. As the risk of equity increases with leverage, investors require a higher return, 
which increases the cost of equity. This concept is the Modigliani-Miller Proposition II: 

%& = %$ +
(

)
(%$ − %,) 

(Equation 2) 

Where %&	is the cost of levered equity, %$	is the cost of unlevered equity, D is the market 

value of debt, E is the market value of equity, and %, is the cost of debt. 

Later, the two MM Propositions were improved by including taxes, because debt is 
cheaper than equity thanks to deductible interest-payments. Including taxes, the value 
of the levered firm is: 

!" = !$ + /!(0123%342	567	8ℎ:3;<) (Equation 3) 

This means that firm value increases in line with the debt-to-value ratio until EBIT equals 
interest payments. No taxes are paid if a firm produces a pre-tax loss, and thus there is 
no interest tax shield. (Berk & DeMarzo, 2010) 

The Modigliani-Miller proposition is not simple to test empirically. Both debt and firm 
value are driven by other factors such as profits, collateral, and growth opportunities, 
and thus a basic regression of value on debt is not possible. However, M&M influenced 
the early developments of both the trade-off theory and pecking order theory, which are 
found to be acceptable bases for explaining financing decisions of firms. (Frank & Goyal, 
2009) 

2.1.2 Trade-off theory 

According to the trade-off theory of capital structure, first introduced by Kraus and 
Lizenberger (1973), firms aim to maintain an optimal capital structure by balancing costs 
and benefits of debt. The costs include expected financial distress costs, costs due to 
underinvestment, and asset substitution problems, whereas benefits include tax shield, 
the reduction of free cash flow problems, and reduction of potential conflicts between 
shareholders and managers. The theory states that each firm has an optimal capital 
structure (leverage ratio), which they aim to adjust toward over time. (Baker & Martin, 
2013) The way firms gradually move toward their target leverage ratios can be compared 
to when firms adjust their dividends to move toward their target pay-out ratios (Myers, 
1984). At the optimal leverage ratio, the benefit of the last dollar of debt should offset the 
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cost of debt (the same goes for dividends; value is maximized by a dividend pay-out that 
equates the costs and benefits of the last dollar of dividends). (Fama & French, 2002) 

The trade-off theory further suggests that imperfections in the market generate a 
connection between leverage and firm value (Flannery & Rangan, 2006); the firm is 
supposed to substitute debt for equity or equity for debt until the value of the firm is 
maximized (Myers, 1984), and actively take positive steps to offset deviations from their 
optimal leverage level. How much of the gap between actual leverage and target leverage 
they manage to close, i.e. the adjustment speed, depends on the costs of adjusting 
leverage. Assuming zero adjustment cost, the trade-off theory implies that firms should 
never deviate from their optimal leverage ratio. At the other extreme, assuming infinite 
transaction costs, the theory implies no movement to reach the target. (Flannery & 
Rangan, 2006) 

In reality, there are costs, and therefore delays in adjusting to the target. Firms cannot 
instantly reverse their leverage ratio when an unexpected external or internal factor 
bump them away from the target. (Myers, 1984) Adding the costs of adjustment into 
Equation 3, Berk and DeMarzo (2010) provide the value of the firm as follows: 

!" = 	!$ + /!(0123%342	567	8ℎ:3;<) − /!(=:161>:6;	(:42%344	?@424) (Equation 4) 

The distinctions of taxes and financial distress costs are different in different studies, as 
they are hard to estimate. For example, tax codes are more complex in reality than 
assumed by theory. 

Myer’s (1984) definition of the trade-off theory can be broken up to two parts, as Frank 
and Goyal (2009) has done. The first is called the static trade-off theory, which states 
that a firm determines its leverage based on a single period trade-off between the tax 
benefits of debt and the bankruptcy costs. The second is called the dynamic trade-off 
theory, which states that a firm with deviations from its target leverage gradually moves 
toward it over time. As this thesis is studying the dynamic behaviour of capital structure, 
the dynamic model is more important for understanding of the concepts. 

In the dynamic trade-off theory firms operate in a multi-period world. The first dynamic 
models were created by Kane, Marcus, and McDonald (1984) and Brennan and Schwartz, 
(1984). Their models included uncertainty, taxes, financial distress costs, but no 
transaction costs, so firms had no costs of adjusting toward higher debt levels in order to 
benefit from the interest tax shield. Accordingly, Miller (1977) concluded that the 
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dynamic trade-off theory assumes higher debt levels than observed in reality. Fischer, 
Heinkel, and Zechner (1989) came up with an alternative dynamic model that includes 
transaction costs and showed that firms adjust their leverage less frequently. Their 
research assumed an upper and lower limit for firm leverage; when the leverage ratio 
moves beyond the predefined range, the firm will adjust toward it. The model states that 
when the lower bound is stretched, the firm issues debt, and when the upper bound is 
stretched the firm issues equity. 

The dynamic trade-off model relies on general ideas; the optimal financing choice at time 
t depends on what is expected to be optimal at time t+1. In the next period, raising funds 
could be optimal either in the form of debt or in the form of equity. By testing different 
adjustment costs, the dynamic models developed over time lead to different conclusions 
(Frank and Goyal, 2007), and thus it is up to each researcher to decide which adjustment 
costs are important.  

2.1.3 Pecking order theory 

The pecking order theory was first proposed by Donaldson (1961), who observed that  

“Management strongly favour internal generation as a source of new funds even 
to the exclusion of external funds except for occasional unavoidable ‘bulges’ in 
the need for funds”.  

The pecking order theories are based on adverse selection or agency conflicts and Frank 
and Goyal (2009) argued that they underlie two common features. Firstly, maximizing 
firm value is a linear function, meaning that costs tend drive results in corner solutions. 
Secondly, the pecking order theories are quite simple and straight forward, especially 
compared to dynamic trade-off models. 

2.1.3.1 Adverse selection 

Adverse selection is the most common motivation for pecking order theory, and it was 
developed by Myers and Majluf (1984) and Myers (1984). The key point of adverse 
selection is that the owner-manager of the firm knows the true value of the assets and 
growth opportunities of the firm. Others, such as investors, can only speculate and try to 
estimate these values. When managers choose to issue equity, the investors assume that 
the equity is over-valued because the managers would not issue under-valued equity to 
investors, which is a perfect example of adverse selection. Thus, the investors would 
prefer investing in debt of the company if the company was issuing equity, and hence it 
would lower the cost of capital. When there is a new equity announcement, the empirical 
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theory suggest thus that the share price should fall. The investors would know that the 
firm is a lemon and continue lowering the equity value of the firm until it equals its real 
value. (Myers & Majluf, 1984) 

One weakness of the pecking order theory with adverse selection is that Myers and Majluf 
(1984) model only show that the debt that is not sensitive to private information is 
preferred to equity, i.e. risk-free debt. However, if such debt would be available for the 
firm under the asymmetric information hypothesis (one party to an economic 
transaction possesses greater material knowledge than the other party), equity would 
never be issued. Obviously, this is not true in reality, and to make the theory work, an 
exogenous debt constraint must be included in the model (Harris & Raviv, 1991; Frank 
& Goyal, 2009). 

Despite criticism, the pecking order theory has succeeded to be consistent with three 
empirical truths: announcements of new equity offerings are followed by significant 
negative market reactions, majority of investments are funded with retained earnings, 
and net equity issuance is often small or negative. (Graham & Leary, 2011) Leary and 
Roberts (2010) has however challenged the third truth, and provide evidence that firms 
issue equity under unfavourable circumstances and too often to be consistent with the 
pecking order theory.  

2.1.3.2 Agency theory 

Traditionally, the agency theory claims that financing from outside sources entails 
managers to share project details to outside investors and thus exposes the firm to 
investor monitoring. Managers do not desire this, and thus they prefer retained earnings 
to external financing. This divergence can be divided in to two types of agency conflicts. 
(Harris & Raviv, 1991) 

First, shareholders and managers have a conflict because their interests in the firm are 
not aligned; shareholders get both the up- and downside of the profits, while managers 
can lose their jobs and thus share the risk with the shareholders while only getting a part 
of the gains. Accordingly, managers might try to allocate firm resources to themselves 
through for example empire building, or alternatively waste firm resources excessively 
instead of maximizing firm value. Jensen (1986) has argued that by adding debt (while 
keeping the management’s ownership constant), the free cash flow that could be used 
carelessly by the management is reduced and it forces tighter control of costs. Debt will 
therefore be favoured over new equity. 
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Second, is the “asset substitution effect”, when increased debt leads to equity holders 
risking the firm through overinvestment. Specifically, when debt contracts provide that 
if an investment gives large returns above the face value of the debt, equity holders will 
capture majority of the gains. This means that if the investment fails, debtholders bear 
the consequences.  However, such investments decrease the value of debt and thus the 
shareholders end up bearing the costs as debt investors pay less for the debt issued by 
the firm. In this way, agency costs decrease the value of the firm. (Harris & Raviv, 1991) 

The agency theory states that industries with low probability of asset substitution, e.g. 
banks and utilities, have higher leverage. Nevertheless, firms with low growth but large 
cash flows choose higher leverage, to restrain wasteful investments by management. 
(Harris & Raviv, 1991)  

2.1.4 Market timing theory 

Baker and Wurgler (2002) were the first to develop a theory of market timing effect on 
capital structure. They documented that the capital structure in period t is strongly 
related to historical market values and to a cumulative outcome of past attempts to time 
the equity market. Just as it is known that when firms’ market values are high relative to 
book and past market values, they are more likely to issue equity, and when their market 
values are low, they are more likely to repurchase equity. 

Applying the trade-off theory with market timing, market timing could be included as a 
short-term factor. Since market timing plays an important role in shaping the financing 
decisions, market timing can also lead to short-term deviations from the target leverage. 
The deviations however have been proved to reverse quickly (Alti, 2006). 

2.2 Empirical evidence on capital structure decisions and determinants  

In the literature of capital structure, the determinants of leverage have been verified to 
include firm characteristics, industry factors, country specific factors, and/or 
macroeconomic factors (Frank & Goyal, 2009; Çolak, et al., 2018; Korajczyk & Levy, 
2003; Çolak, et al., 2018) Furthermore, capital structures have also been proved to 
change over time (Kayo & Kimura, 2011).  

There is no one truth of how and to which extent these different categories affect capital 
structure decisions. One view is that firm-specific factors, such as profitability and size, 
as well as time are more significant determinants of capital structure, and that industry 
and country factors play a less important role (Kayo & Kimura, 2011). There is also 
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research that has found that country factors have no impact on capital structure, but the 
research is limited to certain countries (i.e. Greece, Italy, France and Portugal) (Psillaki 
& Daskalakis, 2009). Frank and  Goyal’s (2009) study showed that industry and country 
factors have significant impacts on capital structure. Furthermore, the industry and 
country effects are not always only direct but can also be indirect, meaning that they 
affect the capital structure or capital structure adjustment speed through other factors, 
such as firm-specific characteristics (Öztekin & Flannery, 2012).  

2.2.1 Macroeconomic impacts 

Macroeconomic risks’ importance in decision making is widely recognized. When a 
firm’s operating cash flow is cyclical and depends on the general economy, it benefits 
from adjusting its capital structure accordingly (Hackbarth, et al., 2006). Several 
researchers have found that leverage levels are countercyclical, which means that firms 
tend to decrease their leverage when it is going well in the economy (Hackbarth, et al., 
2006; Korajczyk & Levy, 2003; Cook & Tang, 2010). 

March (1982) and Bayless and Chaplinsky (1991) are among the first researchers to 
examine the impact of macroeconomic factors and capital structure. In estimating debt 
or equity issuance choice, March (1982) included a measure of  “market conditions” 
based on a forecast of aggregated debt and equity issues. In a similar study, Bayless and 
Chaplinsky (1991) added equity market performance and the change in T-bill interest 
rates as macroeconomic factors. 

More recently, one of the most common macroeconomic factors used in relation to 
capital structure is Gross Domestic Product (Bastos, et al., 2009; Bokpin, 2009; Camara, 
2012). The researchers have found that there is a statistically significant negative relation 
between leverage and GDP as well as leverage and GDP growth. This could be explained 
by the positive relation between economic boosts and firms’ profits, which according to 
the pecking order theory lead to preferred internal financing sources, such as retained 
earnings over debt. 

Inflation rate is another popular measure, but unlike the GDP, the results of inflation 
rates’ effect on capital structure are not unanimous. Frank and  Goyal (2009) found a 
positive relation between inflation rate and market leverage, but not with book leverage, 
whilst Bastos, et al. (2009) argue that inflation does not influence the capital structure. 
However, Frank and Goyal (2009) get support from Hanousek and Shamshur (2011) who 
also argue for a positive influence of inflation on leverage. 
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The relation between stock returns and leverage ratios has been examined by several 
authors. Masulis (1983) found that a change in firms’ leverage ratios are positively 
related with a change in stock returns. Later also Bhandari (1988) argued that leverage 
positively influences the expected common returns. However, a statistically significant 
negative relation has been found by Korteweg (2004) and Dimitrov and Jain (2008), and 
thus also these results are contradictory. 

To measure the economic cycle on an industry level, industry mean and median leverage 
has been used as explaining factors. According to Hanousek and Shamshur (2011) there 
is a strong positive relationship between industry median leverage and book-valued 
leverage, whereas Frank and Goyal (2009) only find the relationship with market-valued 
leverage and not with book-valued leverage.  

Commercial paper spread (CPS), as a proxy for the market’s expectations of commercial 
paper issuances as firms smooth shocks to cash flows, has according to several authors 
(Korajczyk & Levy, 2003; Camara, 2012) a significant positive influence on the capital 
structure. According to Bokpin (2009), interest rate as external factor positively and 
significantly explains the corporate capital structure. Conversely, Dincergok and Yalciner 
(2011) argued that the relationship between interest rate and capital structure is 
negative. 

Political uncertainty as a macroeconomic factor has also been investigated in relation to 
capital structure. Measures for political uncertainty include among others election 
indicators, change of veto players in the government, and coalition. Gungoraydinoglu, et 
al. (2017) report a decrease in leverage levels for firms exposed to political uncertainty.   

Capital structure adjustment speeds have also been proved to be related to 
macroeconomic conditions. Drobetz and Wanzenried (2006) tested macroeconomic 
factors on the capital structure speed of adjustment on a sample of 91 Swiss firms, and 
found that in good conditions, when term spread is higher and economic prospects are 
good, the adjustment speed is higher. Haas and Peeters (2006) found similar results in 
Estonia, Lithuani and Bulagria, but with GDP growth as measure of macroeocnomic 
conditions. The study by Tang and Cook (2010) includes term spread, default spread, 
GDP growth, and dividend yield and uses them as determinants of the states of the 
economy. The found that regardless of macroeocnomic measure, firms adjust faster 
during good macreconomic conditions than bad. Most recently, Çolak, et al. (2018) found 
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that politial and economic uncertainty in the economy has a statistically significant 
negative effect on capital structure adjustment speeds. 

Thus, it can be concludeed that macroeocnomic factors can explain both capital structure 
decisions and adjustments. However, the results differ a lot across studies; some support 
the pecking order while other support the tarde-off theroy. 
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3 REVIEW OF PREVIOUS LITTERATURE 

In this chapter, four empirical papers are presented by introducing the authors, their 
purpose, their data, variables and methodology, and lastly presenting their key results. 
A summary of these studies can be found in Appendix 2. 

3.1 Capital structure choice: macroeconomic conditions and financial 
constraints (Korajczyk & Levy, 2003) 

Korajczyk and Levy (2003) are among the first authors to study the impact of 
macroeconomic conditions and capital structure. In particular, they studied the role of 
macroeconomic conditions and financial constraints in determining capital structure 
choices. Their paper was published in the Journal of Financial Economics in 2003. 

3.1.1 Data and variables 

The authors use quarterly data from COMPUSTAT, and monthly data from Centre for 
Research in Security Prices (CRSP). To be included in the sample a firm must have either 
5% of net value of equity issued, repurchased, or paid out as dividend; or a change in the 
book value of debt of at least 5% of the book value of assets in the previous quarter, and 
a firm to have reported COMPUSTAT data at least eight quarters before, and eight 
quarters after changing its capital structure. Their sample period is 1984-2001 and their 
data consists of US firms.  

In determining the target leverage ratio, a set of both firm-specific and macroeconomic 
variables are used. The firm specific variables consist of tangibility of assets, profitability, 
the existence of alternative tax shields, a proxy for uniqueness, market-to-book ratio, and 
size. Macroeconomic variables include two-year aggregated domestic non-financial 
corporate profit growth (source: Flow of funds), two-year equity market return (CRSP 
value-weighted index of stocks traded on NYSE, AMEX and NASDAQ), commercial 
paper spread (the annualized rate on 3-month commercial paper over the rate of 3-
month Treasury bill). 

In modelling issuance choices also firm specific and macroeconomic variables are used 
as proxies for market frictions. Firm specific variables include three proxies for growth 
opportunities (mean capex over four quarters prior to the event, mean selling expenses 
over sales over four quarters prior to the event, and Tobin’s Q), mean operating income, 
mean tax payment, and mean depreciation over four quarters prior to the event. One-
year abnormal returns are calculated using the market model with 48-60 months of 
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return data prior to the issue. Also, a dilution dummy is included, which equals one if 
firm’s earnings per share is diluted by an equity issue more than a debt issue. The 
macroeconomic variables include three-month moving average of two-day cumulative 
abnormal prediction error to seasoned equity issue announcements (data from Securities 
Data Corp. and CRSP) estimated for day t and day t+1 using the market model, including 
instruments (due to noisy price reaction variable); three-month lag of the 
macroeconomic variables, three-month lag of corporate profit growth over the previous 
three months, and lagged growth rates of leading economic variables over the previous 
three months. Term spread and the run-up in the equity market (three-month equity 
market return) are used as credible signals of economic performance and expected 
growth opportunities. Default spread (yield on average Baa less Aaa Moody’s rated 
corporate bonds with maturity of 20-25 years) is used as a proxy for time variation in 
expected bankruptcy costs. 

Four measures of leverage are used: The first measure of leverage is the ratio of short-
term plus long-term debt to market value of assets, measured as the sum of the market 
value of common equity and book value of debt. The second measure is the ratio of long-
term debt to market value of assets. The third is the ratio of short-term plus long-term 
debt to book value of assets. The fourth measure is the ratio of short-term plus long-term 
debt, less cash and marketable securities, to market value of assets, less cash and 
marketable securities. 

The sample is divided on the basis of financial constraints faced by the firms. Financially 
constrained firms are defined as the set of firms that do not have sufficient cash to 
undertake investment opportunities and that face agency costs when accessing financial 
markets. 

3.1.2 Methodology 

Korajczyk and Levy (2003) starts by estimating the target leverage, by assuming the 

actual leverage ratio (A3BCD) is equal to its optimal target leverage ratio (5A3BCD). The 
estimation is done in two steps, 1: 

5A3BCD = E6>%@5CDFGH + ICDFGJ + KC + LD + KLD + <86D + OCD (Equation 5) 

Where E6>%@5CDFG consists of the macroeconomic variables 2-year corporate profit 

growth, 2-year market return, and commercial paper spread, and ICDFG of the firms-

specific variables described above (not reported in Korajczyk and Levy’s results), KC  fixed 
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effects, LD calendar year dummy, and a pre-1986 Tax Act dummy. The second step 
describes the firm’s expected issue (repurchase) choice: 

Pr(RCD = 1) = =[U(5A3BCD − A3BCDFG) +E6>%@0CDFGV + ΖCDFGX + LD

+ KLD + <86D (Equation 6)�

Where RCD = 1 for debt and =0 for equity, and the expected issuance is a function of the 

distance between the exiting capital structure and the expected target	(5A3BCD − A3BCDFG), 
same known macroeconomic, firm-specific, and dummy variables, as described in 
section 3.1.1. 

3.1.3 Results 

The authors find that the leverage of firms in the financially unconstrained sample varies 
counter-cyclically with macroeconomic conditions, supporting their hypothesis that 
managers prefer debt financing when their compensation is relatively low, following low 
returns in the equity market or low corporate profits. Macroeconomic conditions account 
for 12%-15% of the time-series variation in the unconstrained firms’ leverage ratios. In 
contrast, in the financially constrained sample firms’ leverage ratios have a pro-cyclical 
variation with macroeconomic conditions, which account for 4%-41% of the time series 
variation. This supports the argument that constrained firms borrow more when 
collateral values are high, following high returns in the equity market or high corporate 
profit growth.  

3.2 Partial adjustment toward target capital structures (Flannery & 
Rangan, 2006) 

When it comes to papers on capital structure adjustment speed and partial adjustment 
models, Flannery’s and Rangan’s (2006) seminal paper is the most acknowledged one. 
The purpose of their paper is to test the trade-off leverage behaviour and to show that 
firms do have target leverage ratios. Their paper was published in the Journal of 
Financial Economics in 2006.  

3.2.1 Data and variables 

The sample Flannery and Rangan (2006) used is collected from the Compustat Industrial 
Annual between 1965 and 2001. Financial firms (SIC 6000-6999) and regulated utilities 
(SIC 4000-4999) are excluded. Firms with less than two consecutive years of data are 
also excluded. The final data consists of 111,106 firm-year observations, consisting of 
12,919 firms with an average of 9.6 years each.  
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The leverage ratio used by Flannery and Rangan (2006) is a firm’s market-valued debt 
ratio, calculated as the book value of a firm’s interest-bearing debt divided by a firm’s 
interest-bearing debt plus the market capitalization of the firm.  

When determining the target leverage ratio, a set of firm-specific variables are used; 
earnings before interest and taxes as a proportion of total assets, market value of 
outstanding common equity, market to book value of assets, depreciations as a 
proportion of total assets, logarithm of total assets, fixed assets as a proportion of total 
assets, dummy for reported R&D expenses, R&D expenses as a proportion of total assets, 
dummy for rated companies, and median industry leverage. In addition to the above-
mentioned traditional determinants of target leverage, Flannery and Rangan (2006) also 
include firm-specific unobserved effects to capture the impact of an intertemporal 
constant and unmeasured effects on the firms’ target leverages.   

All variables are winsorized at the 1st and 99th percentile. 

3.2.2 Methodology 

A model with partial adjustment toward a target leverage that depend on the above 
mention firm-characteristics is used by Flannery and Rangan (2006). The target leverage 
ratio is modelled with the possibility to differ across time and firms as follows: 

E(YC,D[\
∗ = JIC,D (Equation 7) 

Where E(YC,D[\∗  is the desired debt ratio at t+1, IC,D  is a vector of firm characteristics.  

The standard partial adjustment model is given by: 

E(YC,D[\ −E(YC,D = ^_E(YC,D[\
∗ −E(YC,D` + UaC,D[\ (Equation 8) 

Where ̂  is the proportion a firm closes the gap between its actual and its desired leverage 
ratio. Substituting the target equation into the standard partial adjustment model 
Flannery and Rangan show 

E(YC,D[\ = (^J)IC,D + (1 − ^)E(YC,D + UaC,D[\  (Equation 9) 

Flannery and Rangan explain that managers take “action” or “steps” to close the gap 

between where they are (E(YC,D) and where they would like to be	(JIC,D). Their 
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specifications imply that the long-run impact of the firm-specific variables on the 

leverage ratio is given by its estimated coefficient, divided by	^. 

3.2.3 Results 

Flannery and Rangan (2006) find strong evidence that firms pursue a target capital 
structure, and their evidence is equally strong across size classes and time periods. The 
mean of the adjustment speed for the whole sample was roughly 30% per year, which the 
authors find fast.  

3.3 Macroeconomic conditions and capital structure adjustment speed 
(Cook & Tang, 2010) 

Cook and Tang (2010) is one of two primary references for this thesis, and big parts of 
this thesis’ methodology is inspired by their paper. The purpose of Cook and Tang’s 
(2010) paper is to analyse the role of macroeconomic conditions in determining capital 
structure adjustment speed. They compare adjustment speed during good and bad 
macroeconomic conditions, as well as between financially constrained and 
unconstrained firms in good and bad conditions. Their paper was published in the 
Journal of Corporate Finance in 2010. 

3.3.1 Data and variables 

Cook and Tang (2010) collected their sample from Compustat Industrial Annual 
Database over the time period 1977 to 2006. They excluded financial firms (SIC 6000-
6999) and utilities (4900-4999), as well as firms with less than two consecutive years of 
data. Observations with leverage that fall outside the leverage levels of [0,1] are also 
excluded from the sample. Their final sample consists of 124,466 firm-year observations 
with book-valued leverage, and 126,920 firm-year observations based on market-valued 
leverage ratios.  

As determinants of target leverage Cook and Tang use both firm-specific and 
macroeconomic variables. The firm-specific variables include market value to book value 
of total assets, the ratio of gross property plant and equipment to total assets, the ratio 
of earnings before interest and taxes to total assets, the ratio of depreciation to total 
assets, proxies for uniqueness; R&D expenses to firm book assets, dummy variable for 
firms that report R&D expenses, and selling expenses scaled by total sales, a sunk dummy 
variable for firms free cash flow below the 15th or above the 85th percentile of the cash 
flow distribution, and the industry median leverage (industry based on Fama and French 
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49 industry definition). The macroeconomic variables comprise of the two-year 
aggregate domestic non-financial corporate profit growth, the two-year value weighted 
market return of stocks traded on the NYSE/AMEX/NASDAQ, and the commercial 
paper spread. The macroeconomic variables are the same as used by Korajczyk and Levy 
(2010) (see section 3.1), who tested which macroeconomic variables affect corporate 
capital structure, and found that these three variables where the most relevant proxies.  

When comparing the adjustment speed of capital structure in different macroeconomic 
states, the states where determined by four macroeconomic variables; term spread, 
default spread, GDP growth rate, and market dividend yield. High GDP growth and high 
term spread predict good macroeconomic states while low market dividend yield and low 
default spread are equated with good macroeconomic conditions. The economic states 
are constructed by dividing the sample into quintiles based on the order of each of the 
four macroeconomic factors.  

The authors use both market (market capitalization + total debt) and book values (total 
assets) of assets as the denominators in calculating the leverage ratio, but always total 
debt (long-term debt + short-term debt) as the nominator.  

3.3.2 Methodology 

The authors use both a two-staged and an integrated dynamic partial adjustment model. 
In the two-stage model, the capital structure adjustment speed is estimated using a target 
leverage proxy in the first stage and the adjustment toward the target in the second stage. 
The target leverage is specified as a function of prior firm-specific and macroeconomic 
variables, described above in 3.3.1, by a quasi-maximum likelihood method (QMLE) as 
follows: 

 (C,D ∗	= 	 XE6>%@DF\ + JIC,DF\  (Equation 10) 

(C,D ∗ are the leverage ratio firms would choose in absence of information asymmetries, 

transactions costs or any other adjustments costs. In the second stage, the speed of 
adjustment toward the target ratio is measured and Cook and Tang (2010) compare the 
adjustment speed in good relative to bad economic conditions. The second stage uses the 
standard partial adjustment model, typically used in the literature, as follows: 

(C,D − (C,DF\ = 	U_(C,D ∗ −(C,DF\` + OC,D (Equation 11) 
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Where δ represent to proportion of deviation from the firm’s target leverage to the next 
period. Cook and Tang (2010) estimate the second stage using standard OLS with robust 
t-statistics with heteroscedasticity corrected standard errors. 

In the integrated dynamic partial adjustment model, the target leverage equation from 
the first stage in the two-staged dynamic partial adjustment model is substituted into the 
second stage. With a bit of rearranging, the integrated equation equals: 

(C,D = 	 (1 − U)(C,DF\ + UJIC,DF\ + UXE6>%@DF\ + OC,D  (Equation 12) 

where 1-δ is the coefficient on the lagged leverage ratio, and the proportion of the 
deviation from target leverage closed from period t-1 to period t is denoted by δ. Hence, 
the regression model estimates 1-δ and in order to measure the adjustment speed it has 
to be converted to δ. From this equation, Cook and Tang (2010) estimate the capital 
structure adjustment across good and bad macroeconomic conditions. 

3.3.3 Results 

Cook and Tang’s (2010) results show that leverage ratios are generally significantly 
higher in bad states than in good states, regardless of if the leverage ratio is measured 
with book- or market-values. Debt levels are furthermore found counter-cyclical, 
consistent with theories.  

In the integrated dynamic partial adjustment model the adjustment speed is faster in 
good states than in bad states, for both market and book leverage ratios. In the two-
staged dynamic partial adjustment model, the magnitude of adjustment speed is smaller 
than in the integrated model. For the whole sample, the adjustment speed is roughly 20% 
in the two-staged model while it is approximately 50% in the integrated model. 
Similarities between the models are that firms adjust faster in good states relative to bad 
states.  

When considering financially constrained and unconstrained firms, defined as 
constrained if the firm has no credit rating, the adjustment speed seems to be a bit faster 
for financially unconstrained firms than for financially contained, and the pattern in 
good and bad states is the same as for the whole sample.  
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3.4 Global leverage adjustments, uncertainty, and country institutional 
strength (Çolak, et al., 2018) 

Çolak, Gungoraydinoglu and Öztekin (2018) has recently published a paper studying 
how uncertainty affects firms’ adjustment toward their optimal capital structure. The 
uncertainty measures are political events and various economic policy debates, and the 
authors analyse how such policy-induced uncertainty measures affect financial market 
frictions and firm financing on a global scale. The fact that the study is global and with 
various uncertainty measures makes it one of its kind in capital structure adjustment 
speed research, which usually mainly focus on more narrow geographic areas and 
specific measures or events (e.g. firm-specific measures, business cycle movements, US 
firms only). This thesis aims to follow the same kind of global perspective as Çolak, et al. 
(2018) as well as parts of their methodology (e.g. control variables, OLS). Their paper 
was published in Jounral of Financial Intermediation in 2018.  

3.4.1 Data and variables 

The information on firms’ institutional environments are primarily retrieved from law 
and finance literature. The macroeconomic data is retrieved from the World 
Development Indicators’ (WDI) database, and the election data is found in the Database 
of Political Institutions (DPI) and it is verified with several other databases.  

The election data consists of the election date, the type of political system at the time of 
the election (presidential or parliamentary), the proportion of votes received by the 
winner and the runner-up candidates/parties, and the percentage of seats held by the 
governing party during a given calendar year.  

Non-election based uncertainty variables are included to capture residual uncertainty 
that remains after elections are over and consist of coalition, Economic Policy 
Uncertainty Index (EPUI), Monetary Policy, Government Policy, and International 
Economics Policy.  

Compustat Global Vantage is used as source for firm accounting data over the sample 
period 1990-2012. Countries with strong monarchies, with one-party systems, with 
“dictator-like powers”, or where national elections are non-existent, are dropped from 
the sample. Furthermore, financials firms and utilities, firms with less than 5 consecutive 
years of data, and countries with less than 10 firms with available data are eliminated 
from the sample. To measure adjustment costs, information on all domestic and global 
Seasoned Equity Offerings (SEOs) and straight bond offerings conducted in the sample 
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countries during the sample period is obtained from the Security Data Corporation 
(SDC)'s Global New Issues Database. 

The full data set comprises 16,519 firms from 38 countries. All continuous variables are 
winsorized at 1% and 99% levels.  

3.4.2 Methodology 

Çolak, et al. (2018) start by determining the target leverage as a function of observed firm 

characteristics ΧCc,DF\ as follows: 

5ACc,D = JΧCc,DF\ (Equation 13) 

Where the firm characteristics are profitability, depreciation expenses, tangibility, firm 
size, market-to-book ratio, research and development (R&D) expenses, R&D dummy, 
and the median leverage ratio. The adjustment of leverage is next modelled as: 

ACc,D − ACc,DF\ = ĉ_5ACc,D − ACc,DF\` + dCc,D (Equation 14) 

And when substituting Equation 13 into Equation 14 and re-arraigning yields: 

ACc,D = (^J)ΧCc,DF\ + (1 − ^)_ACc,DF\` + dCc,D (Equation 15) 

Where ̂  is the speed of adjustment that is modelled country by country, and hence allow 
firm i in country j to move only partly toward its target leverage ratio during year t. The 

gap between target and actual leverage ratio is described as (08Cc,DF\ = 5ACc,D − ACc,DF\. To 

test how uncertainty varies with uncertainty indicator UI (financial intermediation costs, 
FIC) and control� variables (bond and stock market capitalization, GDP growth), the 
adjustment speed is modelled as:�

^Cc,D = ɅCc,DF\
$f(gfh)

i0(=0?)c,DF\ + Ʌc,DF\
h jc,DF\  (Equation 16)�

Where Ʌ$f,gfh,			h  are coefficient vectors, i0(=0?)c,DF\ is the uncertainty variable tested 

for, and jc,DF\ is a set of control variables that could affect the adjustment speed (a 

constant, bond and stock market capitalization, GDP growth, and country fixed effects). 
Substituting Equation 16 into Equation 15 and rearranging gives the partial adjustment 
model with heterogeneity in the speed of adjustment: 
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∆ACc,D = lɅCc,DF\
$f(gfh)

i0(=0?)c,DF\ + Ʌc,DF\
h jc,DF\m _JΧCc,DF\ − ACc,DF\` + UCc,D 

(Equation 17) 

Equation 17 is a two-step process, where Equation 15 is first estimated country by country 
(including firm and year fixed effects) using a system GMM-model and obtaining the 

target leverage, which then is used to calculate the (08Cc,DF\	(= 5ACc,D − ACc,DF\). This is the 

substituted into Equation 15: 

∆ACc,D = lɅCc,DF\
$f(gfh)

i0(=0?)c,DF\ + Ʌc,DF\
h jc,DF\m ((08Cc,DF\) + UCc,D  (Equation 18)�

 Equation 18 involves a pooled OLS regression of leverage changes on the product of 

(08Cc,DF\ and the control variables affecting the adjustment speed. 

3.4.3 Results 

The key results in the article are that all proxies of uncertainty matter for capital 
structure, and have negative coefficients indicating that uncertainty delays convergence 
to the optimal leverage. The half-life of the average firm is up to 3 years and goes up to 6 
when uncertainty is high. Further results show that increased financial intermediation 
costs discourage major adjustments to firm leverage during uncertain times, and also 
hinder firms from achieving their target leverage (mostly through security issuances, 
rather than repurchases).  
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4 DATA AND METHODOLOGY 

In this chapter the data collection process is described, the methodology and variables 
are presented in detail, and the econometrics of the model are discussed. 

4.1 Data collection 

Firm-level data is obtained for eurozone countries over the sample period 2002-2016. 
All firm specific variables are collected from Compustat Global Vantage except for the 
market value of equity, which is collect from Standard & Poor’s Capital IQ database. 
Following previous literature, financial firms (SIC 6000-6999) and utilities (SIC 4000-
4999) are excluded (e.g. Cook & Tang, 2010; Çolak, et al., 2018), together with firms with 
less than 2 consecutive years of observations (Flannery & Rangan, 2006), and countries 
with less than 10 firms with available accounting data (Çolak, et al., 2018). These 
restrictions ensure reasonable cross-sectional variation within countries. 

The macroeconomic variables are collected from various data sources. In determining 
target leverage two macroeconomic variables are used; market return based on country 
index and gross operating surplus, and these are collected from FactSet and Eurostat, 
respectively. In determining the states of the economy three macroeconomic variables 
are used. Term spread and GDP growth are collected from OECD database and the 
market dividend yield is collected from FactSet (based on same country index as the 
market return). The control variables used in the main regressions are collected from 
World Federation of Exchange Database (stock market capitalization to GDP) and the 
Bank for International Settlements (bond market capitalization to GDP). 

After the restrictions the full sample consists of 14,421 firm-year observations and 1,507 
firms with book-valued leverage and 14,307 firm-year observations and 1,509 firms with 
market-valued observations.  

4.2 Methodology and variables 

This section describes the dynamic partial adjustment model systematically, the 
variables used in different parts of the model, and their theoretical background.  

4.2.1 Methodology 

To estimate target leverage ratios and capital structure adjustment speeds, a dynamic 
partial adjustments speed model (DPASM), estimated with a system GMM model is used, 
followed by a pooled OLS regression (similar to Çolak, et al., 2018). In this chapter the 
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exact steps of the DPASM will be presented, where after a more econometric description 
of the system GMM model and model diagnostics will follow.  

4.2.1.1 Dynamic partial adjustment model 

This thesis asses how macroeconomic fluctuations affect capital structure dynamics. 
Depending on the conditions in the economy, it can be expensive or cheap for firms to 
adjust their capital structures, and hence the speed of capital structure adjustment can 
be assumed to differ over time. This follows the dynamic trade-off theory, according to 
which firms substitute debt for equity and equity for debt until and optimal leverage ratio 
is reached and firm value is maximized (Myers, 1984). 

This thesis models each firm’s target leverage ratio as a function of observed firm 
characteristics and macroeconomic conditions, similar to Korajczyk & Levy (2003) and 
Cook & Tang (2010), as follows: 

5ACc,D = JΧCc,DF\ + XE6>%@c,DF\  (Equation 19) 

Where �

5ACc,D is the leverage ratio a firm i in country j would choose in absence of information 

asymmetries and transactions costs,  
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Both ΧCc,DF\ and E6>%@c,DF\ are lagged by one year, and the specific variables are 

described in more detail in section 4.2.2.2 and 4.2.2.3. 
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How quickly firms manage to close the gap between their actual leverage ratios (ACc,DF\) 

and their target leverage ratio  (5ACc,D) can be written as an equation with “actual gap” 

(ACc,D − ACc,DF\)�and “target gap” _5ACc,D − ACc,DF\`	as follows: 

ACc,D − ACc,DF\ = 	^_5ACc,D − ACc,DF\` + OCc,D  (Equation 20) 

Where ^ represents the speed of adjustment. Substituting Equation 19 into Equation 20 
yields: 

ACc,D − ACc,DF\ = 	^_[JΧCc,DF\ + XE6>%@c,DF\] − ACc,DF\` + OCc,D   (Equation 21)�

And after re-arranging: 

ACc,D = (^J)ΧCc,DF\ + (^X)Macroc,DF\ + (1 − ^)ACc,DF\ + OCc,D (Equation 22)�

In this equation, the coefficient on the lagged leverage ratio (ACc,DF\) is	1 − ^, where ^ is 

the proportion of deviation from the target leverage ratio between period t-1 and period 

t. This means that the model actually estimates	1 − ^, which needs to be converted to ^ 
in order to proceed with estimating the adjustment speed. The long-run impact of any 
variable in X or Macro (e.g. tangibility of assets or market return) on leverage is given by 
its estimated coefficient, divided by λ.  

If managers proactively adjust their capital structure toward target level, ^	should be 
greater than zero, and due to market frictions, the adjustment is not instantaneous and 

thus ^ is less than one. In other words, ^ can only take values between 0 and 1. Firms 
should adjust their capital structure when there is a gap between their target and actual 

level, hereafter called “the gap” (estimated as		x�/Cc,DF\ = 5ACc,D − ACc,DF\). The 

adjustment speed in Equation 22 is constant, but to test how macroeconomic conditions 
(GDP growth, term spread, and market dividend yield) affect it, the model needs to allow 
λ to change: 

^Cc,D = Ʌc,DF\
ÄÅÇÉÑE6>%@c,DF\ + Ʌc,DF\

h jc,DF\  (Equation 23)�

Where ɅÄÅÇÉÑ,			h  are coefficient vectors, E6>%@c,DF\ is the macroeconomic variable tested 

for (GDP growth, term spread, and market dividend yield) (Cook & Tang, 2010), and 

jc,DF\ is a set of control variables that could affect the adjustment speed (a constant, bond 

and stock market capitalization, and country fixed effects) (Çolak, et al., 2018). 
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Substituting Equation 23 into Equation 21 and rearranging gives the partial adjustment 
model with heterogeneity in the speed of adjustment: 

(ACc,D − ACc,DF\) = ÖɅCc,DF\
ÄÅÇÉÑE6>%@c,DF\ + Ʌc,DF\

h jc,DF\Ü_[JΧCc,DF\

+ XE6>%@c,DF\] − ACc,DF\` + UCc,D  

 

(Equation 1) 

This far Equation 19 and Equation 20 have been rearranged into and Equation 22 with a 
constant adjustment speed, and in Equation 24 it is allowed to change. These steps are 
done in order to be able to test Equation 24, i.e. how the macroeconomic states affect the 
adjustment speed.  

4.2.1.2 How to do estimate the target leverage ratio and GAP in practice 

Determining the target leverage ratio is technically done in two steps that include the 
above described equations, but in a slightly different order. These two steps are described 
below. 

Part 1: Two-steep system GMM 

In the first part, Equation 22 is estimated with the inclusion of firm and year fixed effects 
using a system generalized method of moments (GMM) estimator (Blundell and Bond, 
1998), included in the Stata routine Xtabond2 (Roodman, 2009). The estimator is meant 
for dynamic datasets with small T (short time period) and large N (many firms), that may 
contain fixed effects and (separated from fixed effects) idiosyncratic errors that are 
heteroscedastic and correlated with but not across individuals. The GMM estimator 
corrects for the heterogeneity issues by modelling it as an individual effect that is 
removed by taking the first difference of the variables used in the regression. Further, 
the Xtabond2 removes the problem with endogeneity (firm-year observations correlate 
with past and present error terms) by constructing instruments from the dataset using 
lags. (Roodman, 2009) The GMM model and econometric specifications are described 
in Section 4.3. 

Part 2: Estimating target leverage and GAP 

The second part estimates the target leverage ratio (Equation 19), by using the 
coefficients from the results of Part 1 (Equation 22), as follows: 
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^J(ΧDF\) ∗ ΧCc,DF\ + ^X(E6>%@DF\) ∗ Macroc,DF\

^
= 5ACc,DF\ 

 (Equation 25)�

The coefficients for firm specific and macroeconomic variables are derived from the 
system GMM, and then multiplied with the actual firm specific values in the sample. 
Following these steps, the target leverage ratio as in Equation 19 is derived, and further 

the gap (x�/Cc,DF\ = 5ACc,D − ACc,DF\) between the estimated target leverage ratio and 

actual leverage ratio can be calculated, and substituted in to Equation 24 for the 
following: 

(ACc,D − ACc,DF\) = ÖɅc,DF\
ÄÅÇÉÑE6>%@c,DF\ + Ʌc,DF\

h jc,DF\Ü(x�/Cc,DF\) + UCc,D (Equation 26) 

Equation 26 involves a pooled OLS regression with robust t-statistics where standard 
errors are corrected for heteroscedasticity. With this equation, the capital structure 
adjustment speed is estimated across good and bad macroeconomic conditions 
organized in subsamples by macroeconomic states, as well as included as interaction 

terms with	x�/Cc,DF\ in the full sample. All continuous variables are standardized, to ease 

economic interpretation (Çolak et al., 2018).  

4.2.2 Variables 

This section describes the variables used in the regressions in more detail and relating to 
previous research and economic theory. 

4.2.2.1 Definitions of leverage 

Empirical researchers (Fama & French, 2002; Theis & Klock, 1992) have argued that the 
book value of leverage should be used in capital structure studies, since book valued 
ratios are independent of factors that the firm cannot control. Others, for example Welch 
(2004), argue for market valued leverage since it better reflects the agency problems 
between equity holders and creditors and can be used for calculations of the weighted 
average cost of capital. Thus, book- and market-valued leverage ratios both have their 
pros and cons when studying capital structure, and firms might have target ratios valued 
by either one or both. For that reason, both book and market measures of leverage ratios 
will be used when estimating target leverage ratios and adjustment speeds (Cook & Tang, 
2010), which also results in the two different samples in this thesis.  

The book-valued leverage ratio is measured as follows: 
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á(C,D = 	
8(C,D + A(C,D

5�C,D
  (Equation 27) 

where 8(C,D + A(C,D  is the firm i’s short-term and long-term book value of interest-bearing 

debt at time t, and 5�C,D is the book value of the firm i’s total assets at time t. 

The market leverage ratio is measured as follows: 

E(C,D = 	
8(C,D + A(C,D

8(C,D + A(C,D + 8C,D/C,D
  (Equation 28) 

where 8(C,D + A(C,D  is the firm i’s short-term and long-term book value of interest-bearing 

debt at time t, 8C,D denotes the number of common shares outstanding for firm i at time t 

and 	/C,D  the price per share for firm i at time t, which equals firm i’s market value of equity 

at time t. 

4.2.2.2 Estimating the target leverage – Firm-specific variables 

The firm-specific variables, or internal variables, used in determining target leverage are 
in line with the ones used in previous studies (Flannery & Rangan, 2006; Korajczyk & 
Levy, 2003; Cook & Tang, 2010; Çolak, et al., 2018). Below these variables are described 
in detail relating to both theory and previous research, and the restrictions and 
limitations are also declared. The name in parentheses denotes the name used in the 
descriptive statistics and regressions hereinafter in the thesis.  

Market to book value of total assets (MB) is used as a measure of future 
investment opportunities. Higher MB can be regarded as a sign of greater investment 
opportunities, and firms may try to protect these opportunities by limiting their leverage. 
In line with the trade-off theory and partial adjustment model of leverage, lower target 
leverage ratios should be maintained when future opportunities arise to mitigate 
underinvestment problems. (Flannery & Rangan, 2006) The MB measure is winsorized 
at the 1% and 99% to eliminate the effect of outliers and calculated as:�

Eá =
àâäãFåçéè	êçëå	[	íìâéåFåçéè	êçëå	[	îéçïçééçê	ñóòôåóö	[	õóéúçå	ùóöûç	âï	çüûôå†

°âåóö	ó¢¢çå¢
	  

Tangibility of assets (TANG) is used to measure debt capacity with the notion that 
firms with more tangible assets are more likely to have collateralized debt. If a firm has 
collateralized debt it suffers smaller losses in the case of bankruptcy, which means that 
the firm’s financial disteress costs are lower (Hovakimian, et al., 2004). Hence, the trade-
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off theory predicts a positive relation between leverage and asset tangibility, but the 
pecking order theory predicts a negative correlation; Harris and Raviv (1991) argue that 
tangible assets are associated with low information asymmetry that makes equity 
cheaper and leads to lower leverage for firms with large tangible assets. TANG is 
restricted to be between 0 and 1, to eliminate extreme and unrealistic values, and 
calculated as: 

5�£x =
561r:q;3	644324

5@26;	644324
 

Profitability (Profitability) is an important measure when analysing debt capacity; 
when a firm is profitable the expected costs of financial distress decrease and the value 
of the debt tax-shield increase, as in the trade-off model. That means that profitability 
should be positively correlated with leverage, but in some dynamic trade-off models 
there might be a negative correlation due to too infrequent rebalancing (Lemmon, et al., 
2008). The pecking order theory also predicts a negative correlation because internal 
funds are preferred over external (Frank & Goyal, 2009), and profits decrease leverage 
because the need to issue debt is reduced through retained earnings (Cook & Tang, 2010). 
Profitability is winsorized at the 1% and 99% to eliminate the effect of outliers, and 
included in the model as: 

/%@K:26q:;:2R =
)á05

5@26;	644324
 

Depreciations (DEP) - Firms with more depreciation expenses have less need for the 
interest deductions provided by debt financing and are thus expected to lower the target 
leverage. (Cook & Tang, 2010) DEP is winsorized at the 1% and 99% to eliminate the 
effect of outliers measured as: 

()/ =
(3s%3>:62:@14

5@26;	644324
 

Firm size (lnTA) affects firms’ leverage ratios, because larger firms usually have more 
stable cash flows and better access to financial markets and can thus be assumed to be 
less likely to become financially constrained (Hovakimian, et al., 2004). Large firms have 
also better relationships in the debt markets and thus lower agency costs of debt. 
Accordingly, the trade-off theory predicts a positive correlation between size and 
leverage. However, the pecking order theory predicts positive or negative correlation, 
depending on the perspective of thing. On the one hand, large firms are often mature and 
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are better known, and therefore face lower adverse selection and can more easily issue 
equity, which reduces leverage. On the other hand, large firms also have more assets, 
which in turn increases the adverse selection and increases leverage. 

Firm size can be measured in many ways, e.g. sales, total assets, or firm value, but to be 
consistent with Cook and Tang (2010) size is measured as the natural logarithm of total 
assets and winsorized at the 1% and 99% to eliminate the effect of outliers. Firm size is 
calculated as: 

;15� = ln	(5@26;	644324) 

Proxies for uniqueness (RD, RDD) are included to measure the uniqueness of the 
firm’s assets, since firms with more unique assets and innovative development may 
indicate higher bankruptcy costs and thus lower leverage. (Hovakimian, et al., 2004) 
Two measures for uniqueness proxies are included in the model;  

Y( =
Y34@v%>3	&	(3B3;@st312	37s31434

5@26;	644324
 

and an R&D dummy that equals one for firms that report R&D expenses and zero for 
firms that do not (RDD). The RD is winsorized at the 1% and 99% to eliminate the effect 
of outliers. 

Industry mean leverage ratio (industryAVG) is calculated based on the Fama 
French 49 industries (Cook & Tang, 2010) and included in the model to captured 
industry characteristics that may not be captured by other independent variables. 
Previous researchers have found that adjustment toward industry mean both exits 
(Hovakimian, et al., 2001) and do not exist (Mackay & Phillips, 2005). The results are 
contradictory, and the theories have trouble taking a stance if the industry mean should 
have a positive or negative correlation with leverage. It can still be concluded that the 
industry mean is likely to be a proxy for the capital structure, yet a noisy proxy. In the 
model this variable is also winsorized at 1% and 99% to eliminate extreme values.  

4.2.2.3 Estimating the target leverage – Macroeconomic variables 

Empirical research has shown that the aggregated distribution of wealth between 
managers and outside shareholders affect the target leverage, and that managers’ 
compensations are influenced by corporate profits and equity performance (Korajczyk & 
Levy, 2003). Following the evidence of Korajczyk and Levy (2003) and the methodology 
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of Cook and Tang (2010), two macroeconomic variables, or external variables, are 
included to determine target leverage ratio as proxies for the aggregate distribution 
effect, together with the above described firm-specific variables. 

Market returns (MR) equals the return on a country index, collected from FactSet. 
The indices are value-weighted and include stocks traded on the respective countries’ 
stock exchanges.  

Gross operating surplus growth (GOS) represent the aggregated domestic non-
financial corporate profit growth, collected from the Eurostat database. Non-financial 
corporations include all private and public corporate enterprises that produce goods or 
provide non-financial services to the market. (Eurostat, 2018) 

4.2.2.4 Testing for speed of adjustment 

According to the trade-off theory, firms increase their leverage during expansions in the 
business cycle, because when the economy grows, stock prices, taxable income, and cash 
holdings increase and at the same time financial distress costs decrease. Collateral 
pledged against loans are also likely to increase in value. The opposite is predicted by the 
pecking order theory; leverage levels decrease during expansions, because retained 
earnings increase and that is preferred over external financing. (Korajczyk & Levy, 2003) 

The purpose of the thesis is to test how the states of the economy affect the capital 
structure adjustment speed. The states of the economy are constructed with three 
different measures of macroeconomic conditions; GDP growth, term spread, and market 
dividend yield (Cook & Tang, 2010). The macroeconomic conditions are divided into 
three states of the economy; good, intermediate, and bad, in unbalanced tertiles. Only 
good and bad tertiles will be compared more thoroughly. All states are divided in tertiles 
country by country and lagged by one year as they are expected to have predictive power 
(Cook & Tang, 2010). A list of ranges for good, intermediate, and bad states by country 
and macroeconomic condition is found in Appendix 1. Below the three measures for 
macroeconomic conditions are described. 

Gross Domestic Product growth (GDP) has traditionally been the definer of 
economic recessions; a decline in real GDP for two or more quarters in a row. Hence, 
GDP growth rate over quarters in a year is used as one of the indicators of 
macroeconomic measures of good and bad states of the economy. The GDP data is 
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collected from OECD’s database (theOECD, 2018(c)). High GDP growth is set as good 
state and low GDP growth as bad state (Cook & Tang, 2010).  

Term spread (TS) is considered a credible measure of economic performance and 
expected growth opportunities, as well as expected inflation. Long-term interest rates are 
hypothesized to consist of the average of the expected future short-term interest rates. 
The future short-term interest rates are set by central banks to be consistent with the 
economic and inflationary environment. In other words, the term spread is mainly a 
result of expectations of growth and inflation. (Estrella, et al., 2000) 

In line with Estrella and Hardouvelis (1991) and Cook and Tang (2010), this thesis uses 
the slope of the yield curve as a measure of the predictive power of interest rates. 
The term spread is measured as the difference between the 10-year government bonds 
and the three-month money market rates, on country level. The interest rates are 
collected from OECD’s database. (theOECD, 2018(b); theOECD, 2018(a)). Cook and 
Tang (2010) predicted the adjustment speed to be faster when term spreads are high, 
and slower when terms spreads are low.  

As long as the setup of the term curve holds, its predictive power should work as 
described by Estrella, et al. (2000) and Cook and Tang (2010). However, since 2009, the 
term spread in many eurozone countries is no longer determined exclusively by the 
expected future short-term interest rates. Instead, because of sovereign defaults, long-
term rates are strongly distorted by credit risk. Thus, the eurozone growth has been weak 
despite the continuously higher level of term spreads, caused by the high default risks, 
which in turn are increasing the long-term interest rates in many eurozone countries. 
(Schock, 2015). This means, that the predictive power of the terms spread in the eurozone 
can be argued to be different than in the US (Cook & Tang, 2010), and the ranking into 
good and bad states could even be the opposite as proposed by Cook and Tang (2010). 
This issue is addressed more in the descriptive statistics and results, but the thesis will 
stick with the definition of Cook and Tang (2010).  

Market dividend yield is the third macroeconomic variable, which is calculated from 
the same country indices (FactSet, 2018) as used in calculating the market return. When 
dividend yields (pay-out ratio divided by stock price) are high, stock prices are usually 
low, which means that low dividend yields are expected to predict good macroeconomic 
conditions with higher stock prices (Drobetz & Wanzenried, 2006). Thus, capital 
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structure adjustment speeds are anticipated to be faster when dividend yields are low, 
and slower when dividend yield are high. 

4.2.2.5 Control variables 

Following Çolak, et al. (2018) this thesis includes control variables in the regressions 
testing for adjustment speeds (Equation 26); Stock- and bond market capitalizations to 
GDP.  

Stock market conditions have a natural correlation with leverage, especially when 
leverage is measured with market-values. High stock market prices decrease firms’ 
leverage ratios, but according to Iliev and Welch (2010) firms do not balance their capital 
structures despite increased share prices. Frank and Goyal (2009) show that high 
adverse selection when stock prices are low can result in negative correlation with 
leverage. This means that according to the pecking order theory equity is not preferred 
and debt increases.  

When market leverage is low, the trade-off theory suggests that firms issue debt with the 
aim of moving toward the optimum. On the contrary, the market timing theory imply 
that book leverage falls after high stock market returns due to the fact that firms issue 
equity. Frank and Goyal (2009) conclude that the correlation between stock market 
conditions and leverage can reflect growth, changes in the aggregate conditions, market 
timing, or changes in adverse selection costs.  

Bond market conditions are on the supply-side of leverage, and recent studies have 
shown the supply-side to have an equally important impact on corporate leverage as the 
corporations’ own demand on debt. Debt markets are highly segmented, which means 
that firms that have access to the private debt markets do not necessarily have access to 
the public debt markets. Research show that having a credit rating is associated with 
higher leverage ratios, despite demand-side determinants and macroeconomic 
conditions that would predict the opposite.  Good bond market conditions could 
furthermore be expected to have a positive impact on leverage and leverage adjustments 
because they imply more options of borrowing and creditors could be expected to be 
more willing to provide debts. (Judge & Korzhenitskaya, 2012) 
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4.3 Econometrics 

This section gives a short introduction to panel data sets and models, where after a 
thorough description of the two parts used in the methodology will be presented: the 
two-step system GMM and the OLS model.  

4.3.1 Panel data sets 

A panel data set, also called longitudinal data set, is one where there are repeated 
observations on the same unit. The units can be any set of entities, such as individuals, 
companies, or countries.  The observations create a panel data set consisting of N units 
and T time periods, which equals NT observations. (Baltagi, 2008) 

The panels can be balanced or unbalanced. In a balanced panel every unit exist in every 
time period, whereas in an unbalanced panel not every unit exist in every time period. 
(Baltagi, 2008) The panel dataset used in this thesis is unbalanced, because not all firms 
have observations every year. However, the firms included have at least two years of 
consecutive data.  

For panel data there are three basic models that can be performed; pooled OLS, fixed 
effects, and random effects models. In a pooled OLS model, all observations are pooled 
across time, which makes the time-invariant unobservable part of the genuine error 
impossible to break down. To consider the panel data effect, a fixed effects model can be 
used, which nets out the time-invariant characteristics. Thus, the fixed-effects model is 
appropriate when focusing on a specific set of N (e.g. firms, countries), because inference 
is conditional on the particular set on N observed. If both the variation between N (=cross 
sectional) and within N (=fixed effects) needs to be accounted for, the random effects 
model should be used. In the random effects model, the estimator is a weighted average 
of the within and the between estimators. For the random effects model to be consistent, 
the error term cannot be correlated with the independent variables. Fixed-effects models 
however are always consistent, but the efficiency of the models is determined by which 
models’ assumption holds. (Baltagi, 2008) 

Furthermore, there are more complex dynamic models, which contain one or more 
lagged dependent variables and allows the model to have a partial adjustment 
mechanism. One of these, the system GMM, is used in the thesis, and described below in 
section 4.3.2. For more details on panel data and other dynamic models, the reader may 
refer to e.g. Baltagi (2008). 
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4.3.2 Dynamic panel data estimators: The Blundell and Bond system 
GMM estimator 

The dynamic panel data (DPD) estimators are instrumental variable (IV) methods. 
Instrumental variable methods are solutions to endogenous regressors, which means 
that the explanatory variables are correlated with the regression error term. The IV 
methods correct for this error and obtain consistent parameter estimates, by adding so 
called instrumental variables, or instruments, to the regression. Instruments are 
variables that are correlated with the independent variables, but not with the error term, 
and thus reduces the endogeneity problem. However, it can be difficult to find variables 
that work as instruments because many variables that correlate with the independent 
endogenous variables also have a direct effect on the dependent variable. (Baum & 
Schaffer, 2007) 

To estimate the target leverage ratio a DPD estimator is used in this thesis, more 
specifically the two-step system generalized method of moments (GMM) by Blundell and 
Bond, in the Stata routine Xtabond2 created by Roodman (2009) (Xtabond2 is not an 
automatic Stata command, it has to be installed). The system GMM is designed for 
situations with small T (short time period) and large N (many observations) panels, a 
linear functional relationship, one left-hand variable that is dynamic and depends on its 
own past realizations, right hand variables that are not strictly exogenous (correlated 
with past and/or current realizations of the error), fixed individual effects that imply 
unboserved heterogenity, as well as heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation within 
individuals units’ errors (but not across them). (Roodman, 2009) 

The Arellano–Bond estimator sets up a GMM problem in which the model is specified as 
a system of equations, one per time period, where the instruments applicable to each 
equation differ (for instance, in later time periods, additional lagged values of the 
instruments are available). In the thesis, the Stata routine Xtabond2 is used, but other 
commands such as xtabond and xtdpd also work for system GMM. However, only 
Xtabond2 provides additional features and corrections such as the possibility to specify 
GMM-style instruments and the limit of how many lags to be included. (Baum, 2006) 

Because the DPD estimators are instrumental variable methods, it is important to test 
for the overidentification restrictions with the Sargan-Hansen test. The joint null 
hypothesis is that the instruments are valid instruments, i.e., uncorrelated with the error 
term, and that the excluded instruments are correctly excluded from the estimated 
equation. (Baum & Schaffer, 2007) Furthermore, tests for autocorrelation with the 
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Arellano-Bond (AR) test in the residuals is important. By construction, the residuals of 
the differenced equation should possess serial correlation, but if the assumption of serial 
independence in the original errors is justified, the differenced residuals should not 
exhibit significant AR(2) behaviour. A significant AR(2) means that the second lag of the 
endogenous variables will not be appropriate instruments for their current values. Both 
the Sargan/Hansen and the AR(2) statistics are produced in the Xtabond2 output. 
(Baum, 2006) 

One of the most well-known econometric issues with any kind of data is 
heteroscedasticity, which means that the regressions disturbances does not have the 
same variance across time and individuals. This is a restrictive assumption for panels, as 
cross-sectional units can be of varying magnitude and the variation of results may show 
different patterns. In the context of an equation estimated with instrumental variables, 
the standard diagnostic tests for heteroscedasticity are generally not valid. (Baltagi, 
2008) Luckily, the Stata routine Xtabond2 corrects the bias in the two-step standard 
errors by Windmeijer’s (2005) correction procedure.  

When the statistics are satisfied, the fitted values of the results from the system GMM 
can be predicted. Although DPD estimators are linear estimators, they are highly 
sensitive to certain specification of the model and its instruments, and it is thus more 
accurate to manually predict the fitted value of the model than use the predict command 
in Stata. (Baum, 2006) 

4.3.3 OLS 

Pooled Ordinary Least Square (OLS) estimation is an OLS technique run on panel data 
when each observation is independent from each other. In the thesis, the predicted 
values from the two-step system GMM are used to calculate GAP, which is further used 
in the pooled OLS regression to test the effect of macroeconomic states on the capital 
structure adjustment speeds. All continuous independent variables are standardized 
with mean zero (0) and standard deviation of one (1) (standard normal variables) and 
interacted with GAP (Equation 26) (Çolak, et al., 2018). The standardization does not 
violate the linear relationship between the variables, because it is only done by 
subtracting and dividing by constants, but it reduces the multicollinearity of the 
interaction terms with the main effects term and eases economic interpretations. The 
interaction terms between dummy for state of the economy (binary variable, categorical 
predictor) and GAP (continuous predictor) are included in the model. To understand and 
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interpret the results, the effect of the categorical predictor depends on the continuous 
predictor. In other word, the coefficient for the interaction term could be thought of as 
the coefficient for the interaction term when the dummy equals 1 minus the coefficient 
for the interaction term when the dummy equals zero. Furthermore, as the continuous 
variables are standardized, a positive coefficients’ impact on the dependent variable 
should be interpreted as “one standard deviation increase (decrease) of one unit in the 
variable results in X units2 increase (decrease) in the dependent variable”.  

Pooled OSL models are usually not recommended for panel data, because it ignores the 
within variation of observations. However, the within variation is not the purpose of this 
study, and pooled OLS models are also used by Cook and Tang (2010) and Çolak, et al., 
(2018) in similar context, which justifies for the use of it in the thesis. The model is 
corrected for heteroscedasticity with robust standard errors. 

                                                        
2 in the case of speed of adjustment the unit is % 
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5 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 

This chapter describes the data sample used in the thesis. 

5.1 Determinants of target leverage 

Table 1 includes the summary statistics for the firm-specific and macroeconomic 
variables used in the regressions determining the target leverage ratios. Panel A includes 
the statistics for the book-valued sample (determining book-valued target leverage, 
restricted to book-valued leverage [0;1]), and Panel B describes the market-valued 
sample (determining market-valued target leverage, restricted to market-valued leverage 
[0;1]). The “w” in parenthesis after the name of a variable marks that the variable is 
winsorized. 

The number of observations in the book-valued sample is 14,241 and in the market-
valued 14,307, representing a difference of only 66 observations to the favour of the 
market-valued sample. Looking at the statistics it is evident that the samples are highly 
similar, and by comparing the observations, the book-valued sample includes 1,507 firms 
and the market-valued 1,509 firms, which means that the difference in sample size is only 
due to two firms and occasional firm-year drops due to restrictions. 

The mean values and standard deviations in both samples are similar to Çolak, et al. 
(2018), showing that the differences between a global sample and a eurozone sample and 
a longer (1990-2012) and shorter (2002-2016) sample period is not that big. 
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 Summary statistics 
Table 1 presents the summary statistics of the variables used in estimating the target leverage.  
Panel A presents the statistics for the book-valued sample and Panel B for the market-valued. 

Panel A: Summary statistics on variables used for determining book-valued target leverage 
 Mean St.dev. Min Max Obs 
MB (w) 1.0824 0.8526 0.2287 5.5467 14 241 
TANG 0.3971 0.2762 0.0000 0.9997 14 241 
Profitability (w) 0.0403 0.1075 -0.474 0.2992 14 241 
DEP (w) 0.0371 0.0277 0.0018 0.1637 14 241 
lnTA 5.7006 2.2352 -0.500 12.853 14 241 
RD (w) 0.0201 0.0472 0.0000 0.2803 14 241 
RDD 0.4146 0.4926 0.0000 1.0000 14 242 
industryAVG (w) 0.2338 0.0603 0.1102 0.3910 14 241 
MR (w) 0.0309 0.2243 -0.6171 0.3799 14 241 
GOS (w) 0.0240 0.0533 -0.1310 0.1351 14 241 
      
Panel B: Summary statistics on variables used for determining market-valued target leverage 
 Mean St.dev. Min Max Obs 
MB (w) 1.0922 0.8755 0.2289 5.7018 14 307 
TANG 0.3970 0.2763 0.0001 0.9998 14 307 
Profitability (w) 0.0392 0.1115 -0.5130 0.3010 14 307 
DEP (w) 0.0372 0.0279 0.0018 0.1657 14 307 
lnTA 5.6930 2.2384 -2.6311 12.8530 14 307 
RD (w) 0.0203 0.0479 0.0000 0.2836 14 307 
RDD 0.4140 0.4926 0.0000 1.0000 14 308 
industryAVG (w) 0.3094 0.1108 0.1105 0.5634 14 307 
MR (w) 0.0306 0.2247 -0.6171 0.3799 14 307 
GOS (w) 0.0240 0.0533 -0.1314 0.1351 14 307 

 

The average leverage ratios’ summary statistics per year are listed in Table 2, where Panel 
A represents the book-valued sample and Panel B the market-valued sample. Even if the 
firm-specific and macroeconomic variables did not differ between the samples, the 
leverage ratios show a clear difference. The number of observations show a similar 
pattern for both samples, but the mean values as well as the standard deviations witness 
that the market-valued leverage ratios are on average higher and more volatile than the 
book-valued.  

Comparing the whole samples, the average book-valued leverage ratio is 0.2343 and the 
average market-valued leverage ratio is 0.3095, meaning that the market-valued 
leverage ratio is over 30% higher than the book-valued (0.0752 unit’s difference). The 
difference between the samples is the biggest in 2009, which also is the year when both 
book- and market-valued leverage ratios were the highest during the whole sample 
period (0.2471 and 0.3726, respectively). The difference is smallest in 2007, and that is 
also the year when both samples have their lowest leverage ratios. Nevertheless, the 
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average market-valued leverage ratio does never go below the average book-valued 
leverage ratio during the sample period. 

The average standard deviation of the book-valued sample is 0.1665 and the market 
valued 0.2475, which means that the book-valued leverage ratio’s distribution is much 
closer to the mean value than the market-valued leverage ratio’s distribution. The 
standard deviation in the market-valued sample is smallest in 2007, 0.2030, but it is still 
higher than any year in the book-valued sample (highest in 2002 with 0.1800), which 
demonstrates the significant difference between the measures. The min and max values 
by year are roughly the same for both samples, as they both have the same restrictions of 
[0;1], and thus the standard deviations say more about the samples than the min and 
max values. 
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 Book- and market valued leverage ratios 2002-2016 
Table 2 presents the summary statistics of the two leverage measures over the sample period.  
Panel A presents the book-valued leverage ratios and Panel B presents the market-valued leverage 
ratios. 

Panel A: Actual book-valued leverage statistics 

  Mean Std. Min Max Obs 
2002  0.2463 0.1800 3,79E-05 0.9764 723 
2003  0.2386 0.1685 1,52E-05 0.9549 747 
2004  0.2366 0.1685 1,82E-05 0.9851 792 
2005  0.2314 0.1703 1,72E-05 0.9360 857 
2006  0.2181 0.1568 1,14E-05 0.9524 858 
2007  0.2153 0.1616 6,24E-05 0.8238 966 
2008  0.2229 0.1599 3,23E-05 0.8586 984 
2009  0.2471 0.1700 6,78E-06 0.8406 1 041 
2010  0.2467 0.1705 1,32E-05 0.8898 1 090 
2011  0.2298 0.1604 1,31E-05 0.8282 1 114 
2012  0.2321 0.1644 1,47E-05 0.8356 1 103 
2013  0.2466 0.1727 4,76E-05 0.9768 801 
2014  0.2367 0.1682 3,88E-05 0.9960 1 142 
2015  0.2320 0.1660 2,28E-05 0.9853 1 179 
2016  0.2377 0.1596 3,16E-05 0.9370 817 
Total  0.2343 0.1665 6,78E-06 0.9960 14 241 

       
Panel B: Actual market-valued leverage statistics 
   Mean Std. Min Max Obs 
2002  0.3307 0.2692 4,45E-05 0.9974 726 
2003  0.3536 0.2565 1,02E-05 0.9910 751 
2004  0.3041 0.2377 9,76E-06 0.9900 795 
2005  0.2858 0.2380 1,37E-05 0.9910 858 
2006  0.2503 0.2096 5,95E-06 0.9495 861 
2007  0.2284 0.2030 1,38E-05 0.9530 971 
2008  0.2579 0.2186 1,86E-05 0.9971 986 
2009  0.3726 0.2582 2,22E-05 0.9647 1 043 
2010  0.3344 0.2462 9,12E-06 0.9999 1 091 
2011  0.3121 0.2463 5,08E-06 0.9901 1 118 
2012  0.3505 0.2617 2,55E-05 0.9961 1 135 
2013  0.3663 0.2743 1,53E-05 0.9948 809 
2014  0.3151 0.2549 5,58E-06 0.9999 1 152 
2015  0.2984 0.2484 4,33E-05 0.9990 1 191 
2016  0.2791 0.2261 1,70E-05 0.9993 820 
Total  0.3095 0.2475 5,08E-06 0.9999 14 307 

 

Figure 1 illustrates the content of the two first columns in Table 2, i.e. the means of both 
samples over the sample period 2002-2016. As described earlier, both samples have their 
lowest periods in 2006-2008, which can at least partly be explained by the blooming 
equity market before the financial crisis. As the equity market collapsed in 2009, both 
leverage ratios reach their highest values, especially the market-valued leverage ratio 
that jumps from 0.2579 in 2008 to 0.3726 in 2009. In 2010 and 2011 the leverage ratios 
in both samples decrease toward their overall average values, which could be explained 
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by the overall decline in debt markets during that time (Berenberg-Gossler, et al., 2016). 
Small increases are to be seen from 2012 to 2103, but after that, the rising equity market 
in Europe is visible as leverage ratios fall.  

Figure 1 Book- vs market-valued leverage ratios 2002-2016 

 

5.2 Determinants of states of the economy 

The macroeconomic states are given by three different macroeconomic variables; GDP 
growth, term spread, and market dividend yield. Figures 2, 3 and 4, show these variables’ 
movements country by country over the sample period 2002-2016. The division into 
good and bad state is done over the full sample of firm-year observations and on country 
basis, and is thus affected by the distribution of observations over the years.  

From Table 3 and 4 it can be read that based on GDP growth, all countries have a good 
state during in 2006, and all countries have a bad state in 2009. In 2002, 2004, and 2007 
all countries have an intermediate state, i.e. nor a good or bad state. The winners with 
most years in good state are Austria, Belgium, France, and Luxembourg, with 7 years in 
a good state. Surprisingly, Germany only has two years that fall into a good state (2006 
and 2011), even if the average GDP growth for Germany is 4%, which in the upper end of 
the sample. Portugal and Spain have 6 and 5 years, respectively in bad state, which is the 
most out of the sample. Belgium, Austria, and Luxembourg only have one year that 
equals a bad state. The growth pattern is quite the same for all countries, but still the 
division into good and bad states differ quite a lot. 

 GDP growth limits for good and bad states 

Table 3 shows the limits for good and bad state based on market dividend yield by country.  
High market dividend yield is set as a bad state and low market dividend yield as a good state. The first row 
represents the upper bound for good state and the second row the lower bond for bad state. 

GDP AUT BEL DEU ESP FIN FRA GRC IRL ITA LUX NLD PRT 
Good, above 4,8 % 4,2 % 6,5 % 4,7 % 4,9 % 4,1 % 3,2 % 6,8 % 4,0 % 6,4 % 5,1 % 4,1 % 
Bad, below 2,4 % 2,3 % 2,3 % 2,0 % 1,5 % 1,5 % -1,6 % 4,1 % 1,2 % 1,3 % 1,4 % 2,7 % 
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 GDP growth by country 2002-2016 

GDP AUT BEL DEU ESP FIN FRA GRC IRL ITA LUX NLD PRT 
2002 5,4 % 5,6 % 3,1 % 7,8 % 3,0 % 4,4 % 8,2 % 9,9 % 2,6 % 6,2 % 4,1 % 4,7 % 
2003 3,5 % 2,3 % 2,3 % 4,7 % 1,7 % -0,6 % 5,8 % 4,6 % 2,0 % 3,4 % -0,4 % 2,7 % 
2004 5,8 % 4,3 % 4,8 % 6,4 % 7,7 % 4,0 % 6,9 % 8,7 % 2,0 % 8,3 % 5,5 % 3,3 % 
2005 4,4 % 3,9 % 1,7 % 7,6 % 3,1 % 5,8 % 0,8 % 6,8 % 2,5 % 8,1 % 5,4 % 6,0 % 
2006 8,0 % 6,9 % 7,0 % 13,1 % 7,8 % 7,1 % 11,9 % 12,3 % 7,9 % 16,1 % 9,1 % 8,6 % 
2007 5,0 % 4,9 % 6,3 % 7,7 % 10,2 % 5,7 % 2,9 % 8,8 % 5,6 % 9,4 % 7,3 % 4,4 % 
2008 5,2 % 4,3 % 4,1 % 4,3 % 6,5 % 3,5 % 5,6 % -3,3 % 4,8 % 5,1 % 5,9 % 3,8 % 
2009 -0,7 % 0,5 % -2,9 % -2,4 % -4,9 % -0,7 % -1,3 % -5,1 % -2,1 % -3,3 % -3,4 % -0,5 % 
2010 3,0 % 6,5 % 5,8 % -0,9 % 3,0 % 4,1 % -7,1 % 4,6 % 1,9 % 6,1 % 1,7 % 3,3 % 
2011 6,1 % 4,3 % 6,8 % 0,7 % 5,4 % 4,7 % -7,4 % 4,7 % 3,9 % 9,8 % 3,9 % -2,2 % 
2012 5,0 % 3,4 % 2,2 % -0,2 % 0,3 % 1,1 % -3,8 % 3,2 % 0,0 % 2,0 % 1,8 % -1,6 % 
2013 3,8 % 3,3 % 4,1 % 1,6 % 2,1 % 5,4 % 2,5 % 4,2 % 0,9 % 6,8 % 4,5 % 4,9 % 
2014 2,6 % 2,7 % 4,5 % 3,1 % 0,8 % 2,1 % 2,2 % 6,9 % 0,8 % 8,9 % 0,2 % 2,5 % 
2015 3,4 % 2,4 % 2,4 % 3,2 % 1,8 % 1,5 % -1,2 % 35,8 % 1,5 % 3,3 % 2,3 % 2,3 % 
2016 2,4 % 2,7 % 3,2 % 4,4 % 3,4 % 2,4 % -0,2 % 5,3 % 4,6 % 2,1 % 2,6 % 3,5 % 

(Source: theOECD, 2018(c)) 

The term spread country by country during the sample period 2002-2016 is shown in 
Tables 5 and 6. Compared to GDP growth and market dividend yield (Tables 7 and 8), 
term spread differs the most between the sample countries. This is due to differences in 
the long-term interest rates, which refer to the government bonds maturing in ten years 
(theOECD, 2018(a)), as explained in section 4.2.2.4. Cook and Tang (2010) defined good 
states as high term spread and bad states as low term spread. However, looking at the 
values for each country year by year, and knowing the situation for the countries with the 
highest term spreads (Greece, Portugal, Italy, and Ireland), Cook’s and Tang’s (2010) 
definition is challenged. Empirical research has shown that low term spreads predict 
recessions, and thus Cook and Tang (2010) has set low term spreads to equal bad state. 
Looking at the values for the eurozone countries this definition is found accurate, for 
example Greece, Ireland, and Portugal are having really low values during the first half 
of the sample period, predicting the coming Sovereign Debt Crisis. When the term 
spreads are close to zero or even negative, investors do not want to borrow for the long-
term. Due to the Sovereign Debt Crisis, the rates jumped for the above-mentioned 
countries, giving them a good state defined by Cook and Tang (2010). This definition is 
found challenged, as the empirical research on term spreads predictability is mostly done 
in the US, and studies in the eurozone has even shown opposite results. Nevertheless, 
this thesis will follow Cook and Tang’s (2010) definition, and discussion on the definition 
follows in relation to the results. 

From Tables 5 and 6 it can be read that all countries have a bad state in 2008, and no 
countries have a bad state in 2010, 2013, 2014, and 2015. There is no year when all 
countries are in a good state, but in 2010 eight out of twelve countries have a good state. 
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Greece has a total of 7 years in a bad state, which all are before 2010, indicating the 
prediction of the coming recession. Germany is the country with fewest years in bad 
state; only 3 years. Belgium has 5 years in a good state based on term spread, while 
Austria and Greece have only 2 years that are defined as good states.  

 Term spread limits for good and bad state 

Table 5 shows the limits for good and bad state based on term spread by country.  
High term spread is set as a good state and low term spread as a bad state. The first row represents the lower 
bound for good state and the second row the upper bond for bad state. 

TS AUT BEL DEU ESP FIN FRA GRC IRL ITA LUX NLD PRT 
Good, above 2,4 % 1,7 % 1,9 % 2,7 % 2,0 % 2,0 % 9,7 % 3,7 % 3,2 % 1,3 % 1,8 % 4,6 % 
Bad, below 0,6 % 0,1 % -0,1 % 1,7 % 0,7 % 0,7 % 3,8 % 1,1 % 1,7 % 0,2 % 0,6 % 1,8 % 

 

 Term spread by country 

TS AUT BEL DEU ESP FIN FRA GRC IRL ITA LUX NLD PRT 
2002 1,6 % 1,7 % 2,3 % 1,6 % 1,7 % 1,5 % -2,3 % 3,7 % 1,7 % 1,4 % 1,6 % 1,7 % 
2003 1,8 % 1,8 % 1,7 % 1,8 % -2,1 % 1,8 % -0,3 % -2,1 % 2,0 % 1,0 % 1,8 % 1,8 % 
2004 2,0 % -0,9 % 1,9 % 2,0 % 2,0 % 2,0 % 2,1 % 2,0 % 2,2 % 0,7 % 2,0 % 2,0 % 
2005 1,2 % 1,2 % 1,2 % 1,2 % 1,2 % 1,2 % -1,7 % 1,1 % 1,4 % 0,2 % -1,8 % 1,3 % 
2006 0,0 % -2,4 % 2,3 % 0,7 % 2,5 % 0,7 % 0,0 % 0,7 % 1,0 % 0,2 % 0,7 % 0,8 % 
2007 -2,0 % 0,1 % -0,1 % 0,0 % 0,0 % -2,0 % 0,0 % 0,1 % 0,2 % 0,0 % 0,0 % 0,1 % 
2008 -0,3 % -1,6 % -0,7 % -0,3 % 0,0 % -0,4 % 1,1 % 0,0 % 0,0 % 0,0 % -0,4 % -0,1 % 
2009 2,7 % 2,7 % 0,4 % 2,7 % 2,5 % 2,4 % 3,9 % 0,6 % 3,1 % 0,0 % 2,5 % 3,0 % 
2010 2,4 % 2,5 % 1,9 % 3,4 % 2,2 % 2,3 % 8,3 % 6,3 % 3,2 % 2,1 % 2,2 % 4,6 % 
2011 0,6 % 1,5 % -0,1 % 2,7 % 0,3 % 0,6 % 13,0 % 1,6 % 2,7 % 0,2 % 0,2 % 7,5 % 
2012 2,1 % 2,4 % -0,2 % 5,3 % 1,3 % 2,0 % 3,8 % 5,4 % 4,9 % 1,3 % 6,0 % 10,0 % 
2013 0,0 % 0,0 % 0,0 % 4,3 % 1,6 % 2,0 % 9,8 % 3,6 % 4,1 % 1,6 % 1,7 % 6,1 % 
2014 3,2 % 1,5 % 1,0 % 2,5 % 1,2 % 1,5 % 6,7 % 2,1 % 6,1 % 1,1 % 1,2 % 3,5 % 
2015 0,8 % 0,1 % 0,5 % 1,8 % 0,7 % 0,9 % 9,7 % 1,1 % 1,7 % 0,4 % 0,7 % 2,4 % 
2016 0,6 % 0,7 % 0,0 % 1,7 % 0,5 % 0,7 % 0,0 % 5,0 % 1,8 % 0,1 % 0,6 % 3,4 % 

(Source: theOECD, 2018(a) and theOECD, 2018(b)) 

The tables 7 and 8 show the valued of the market dividend yield based on country indices 
during the sample period 2002-2016. Similar to GDP growth, the market dividend yield 
for the sample countries follow a similar pattern, without any large outliers. There is no 
year when all countries would have a good or a bad state, which also indicates that the 
countries have different limits in this regard. Germany and Luxembourg both have 8 
years in a good state based on market dividend yield, while France, Italy and Ireland all 
have 4 years in a bad state. 

 Market dividend yield limits for good and bad states 

Table 7 shows the limits for good and bad state based on market dividend yield by country.  
High market dividend yield is set as a bad state and low market dividend yield as a good state. The first row 
represents the upper bound for good state and the second row the lower bond for bad state. 

DIV AUT BEL DEU ESP FIN FRA GRC IRL ITA LUX NLD PRT 
Good, below 5,4 % 2,8 % 2,7 % 4,1 % 2,2 % 2,7 % 0,9 % 0,8 % 1,9 % 2,6 % 2,0 % 2,2 % 
Bad, above 7,1 % 4,9 % 3,7 % 5,3 % 2,7 % 2,9 % 3,2 % 2,1 % 2,7 % 3,7 % 2,6 % 3,1 % 
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 Market dividend yield by country 

DIV AUT BEL DEU ESP FIN FRA GRC IRL ITA LUX NLD PRT 
2002 2,1 % 2,4 % 1,4 % 1,8 % 1,5 % 1,2 % 2,5 % 2,1 % 2,1 % 1,9 % 2,0 % 1,5 % 
2003 2,6 % 2,8 % 1,4 % 2,4 % 1,7 % 1,3 % 2,7 % 2,1 % 2,1 % 0,5 % 1,7 % 1,7 % 
2004 3,5 % 3,5 % 1,9 % 2,7 % 1,8 % 1,7 % 3,2 % 2,3 % 2,8 % 1,3 % 2,0 % 1,8 % 
2005 4,8 % 3,9 % 2,2 % 3,6 % 2,2 % 2,1 % 3,2 % 2,7 % 3,1 % 2,1 % 2,2 % 2,2 % 
2006 0,0 % 4,5 % 2,7 % 4,3 % 2,7 % 2,8 % 0,0 % 3,0 % 3,6 % 3,3 % 2,5 % 2,7 % 
2007 7,1 % 5,3 % 3,3 % 5,1 % 3,4 % 3,1 % 0,0 % 3,3 % 4,0 % 0,0 % 3,0 % 3,4 % 
2008 7,6 % 2,7 % 3,5 % 5,7 % 0,0 % 2,9 % 3,8 % 0,0 % 2,7 % 0,0 % 2,6 % 3,2 % 
2009 5,2 % 2,1 % 2,7 % 5,0 % 2,1 % 2,5 % 2,9 % 0,9 % 1,9 % 0,0 % 1,7 % 2,1 % 
2010 5,8 % 2,8 % 3,2 % 5,3 % 2,6 % 2,8 % 1,6 % 0,8 % 2,1 % 3,0 % 1,9 % 2,6 % 
2011 5,9 % 3,3 % 3,4 % 5,8 % 2,4 % 2,8 % 1,0 % 0,5 % 1,9 % 3,7 % 2,0 % 2,4 % 
2012 6,3 % 3,6 % 3,7 % 4,0 % 2,2 % 2,7 % 0,9 % 0,0 % 1,6 % 3,8 % 1,9 % 2,2 % 
2013 0,0 % 0,0 % 0,0 % 4,5 % 2,3 % 2,9 % 0,3 % 0,9 % 1,5 % 2,4 % 2,0 % 2,3 % 
2014 5,4 % 4,9 % 3,7 % 6,4 % 2,7 % 2,9 % 0,4 % 0,8 % 1,7 % 2,7 % 2,1 % 2,7 % 
2015 6,5 % 5,2 % 3,8 % 4,2 % 3,2 % 3,4 % 0,1 % 0,6 % 2,0 % 2,6 % 3,2 % 3,2 % 
2016 7,4 % 6,5 % 0,0 % 4,1 % 3,1 % 3,4 % 0,0 % 0,8 % 1,9 % 4,1 % 3,5 % 3,1 % 

(Source: FactSet Research Systems, 2018) 

To further show the division into god and bad states over the years, Figures 2 and 3 show 
how many countries fall in good and bad states, respectively, based on the three 
macroeconomic variables. A total of 12 countries are included in the sample, so a bar up 
to 12 would mean that all countries would agree on either a good (Figure 2) or bad (Figure 
3) state, but there is no such year. 

Figure 2 Number of country observations per year of good states of the economy 

 

Figure 3 Number of country observations per year of bad states of the economy  
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To compare the leverage ratios across states over the sample period, univariate tests 
assuming unequal variance (Cook & Tang, 2010) are done to compare the means between 
good and bad states. Table 9 summarizes the average book- and market-valued leverage 
ratios in good and bad states defined by GDP growth, term spread, and market dividend 
yield, as well as the difference between good and bad state, caluclated as leverage ratio 
in good state minus leverage ratio in bad state. In terms of leverage ratios in good and 
bad states defined by term spread and market dividend yield the reusults are similar to 
Cook and Tang (2010); the leverage ratios are higher in good states than in bad states 
regardless of leverage measure, and the difference is significant when the leverage ratio 
is based on market-values. But, when the states of the economy are defined by GDP 
growth, the leverage ratios are higher in bad states than in god states and the difference 
is siginificant for both leverage measures. This difference is interesting, and could be 
explained by that the good states based on GDP growth are during the years with lowest 
leverage ratios and bad states are during years with the highest leverage ratios. This is 
also evident when looking at Figure 2 and 3. For example in Figure 2, we can see that in 
2007 GDP growth is the only macroeconomic variable that defines the year as a good 
state, and that is also the year when the leverage ratios are the smalles in both samples. 
The difference indicates that the states of the economy are not unanimous between 
macroeocnomic measures, and the variables might lead or lag eachother (Estrella, et al., 
2000).  

 Summary statistics of leverage ratios across good and bad states  

Summary statistics of average leverage ratios across states of the economy       

 GDP growth  Term spread  Market dividend yield 

 B.Leverage M.Leverage   B.Leverage M.Leverage   B.Leverage M.Leverage 
Good 0.2233 0.2751  0.2427 0.3430  0.2403 0.3401 
Bad 0.2393 0.3392  0.2283 0.2758  0.2272 0.2713 
G vs B -0.016 -0.064  0.0144 0.0671  0.0131 0.0688 
p-value 0.000*** 0.000***   0.077* 0.000***   0.163 0.000*** 
*, **, and *** indicate significant difference between good and bad states of the economy at the 10%, 5%, and 1% 
levels, respectively. 
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6 RESULTS 

In this chapter the key points of the results are presented. Econometric arguments will 
not be repeated (see section 4.3) in order to keep the chapter result-focused. A thorough 
discussion relating the results to previous research and theory follow in Chapter 7. 

Section 6.1 present the results from the system GMM and statistics on the predicted 
target leverage ratio. Section 6.2 present the OLS results when testing differences 
between good and bad macroeconomic states. Finally, section 6.3 include robustness test 
to support the results.  

6.1 Two-stage dynamic partial adjustment model 

Table 10 presents the results from the system GMM model (Equation 19), which 
estimates the dynamic adjustment toward target leverage from period t-1 to period t. 
Colum 1 represents the results from system GMM with book-valued leverage ratios, and 
column 2 with market-valued leverage ratios. The long-run impact of any variable in X 
or Macro (e.g. tangibility of assets or market return) on leverage is given by its estimated 
coefficient, divided by λ (Equation 22). In this discussion the focus is not on the 
magnitude defined by coefficients, but rather on the signs and significances, and hence 
the coefficients are not converted by dividing with the speed of adjustment (λ). 

In both samples the regression yields significant coefficients for tangibility of assets, 
industry mean leverage, market returns, and gross operating surplus growth. The 
coefficients for book- and market leverage are 0.6775 and 0.7430, respectively, and these 
coefficients can also be converted to the speed of adjustment, λ, by subtracting them from 
1 (see Equation 22). This means that the speed of adjustment is faster for book-valued 
leverage ratios than for market valued leverage ratios, as λ is 0.3225 for the book-valued 
sample and 0.2570 for the market-valued. The coefficients can also be converted to half-
lives; on average the firms close half of the gap toward their book-valued target ratio in 
1.8 years, while it takes 2.3 years for market-valued leverage ratios.  

Tangibility of assets has negative signs in both samples, with coefficients ranging around 
-0.0500, meaning that leverage levels are lower when tangible assets are higher. The 
coefficients of industry means represent the biggest difference between the two samples. 
On the one hand, the book-valued sample has a coefficient of 1.0763, which also is the 
largest coefficient in the regressions, on the other hand the market-valued sample has a 
coefficient of -0,0880. Both are statistically significant, but the signs are different; the 
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industry mean increases the book-valued leverage but decreases the market-valued 
leverage (however not by the same magnitude). Based on these results, the industry 
mean leverage is the most distinct differentiator between determinants of book- and 
market-valued target leverage ratios. 

Looking at the coefficients of the macroeconomic variables, they are positive and 
statistically significant in both samples.  This corresponds to pro-cyclical leverage 
patterns, suggesting a positive relation between leverage and macroeconomic conditions, 
which also was evident when analysing the difference of means in good and bad states 
(Table 9).  However, the coefficients for market return are so small they are economically 
insignificant, but the gross operating surplus growth’s coefficients of 0.1045 (book-
valued sample) and 0.2042 (market-valued sample) are meaningful; when growth in the 
non-financial sector’s profits are higher, leverage levels also increase.  

Market-to-book, profitability, R&D or R&D dummy does not have statistically significant 
coefficients in either one of the samples. The coefficients for market-to-book and the 
R&D dummy are also relatively small, and would thus not have an economic impact even 
if they were statistically significant. The coefficient for profitability has a negative sign in 
both samples and they are of same size (-0.0363 and -0.0409). R&D expenses have a 
positive sign in the book-valued sample but a negative sign in the market-valued sample, 
the coefficients are 0.0828 and -0,0500, respectively.  

In the book-valued sample, neither depreciations nor size is statistically significant, but 
both of these variables are significant in the market-valued sample. Furthermore, these 
variables have different signs on the coefficients, i.e. in the book-valued sample the 
impact of depreciations is positive and size is negative on leverage, while in the market-
valued sample it is the other way around. Too much comfort should not be taken in these 
differences, as only the market-valued sample’s variables are statistically significant. In 
the market-valued sample the coefficient for depreciations is -0.4980, confirming that 
the need for interest deductions by debt financing in both economically and statistically 
significantly lowered by depreciations. The coefficient for firm size is 0.0222, which 
means that larger firms have higher market-valued leverage ratios. 
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 Results from determining target leverage 

Table 10 shows the results from the system GMM model given by the equation 	
ACc,D = (^J)ΧCc,DF\ + (^X)Macroc,DF\ + (1 − ^)ACc,DF\ + OCc,D. Column 1 shows the results from the book-valued 
sample and Colum 2 from the market-valued sample. The speed of adjustment is calculated by taking 1 minus 
the coefficient of book- or market-valued leverage. All independent variables are lagged by one year.  

(1) (2) 
 Book-valued sample    Market-valued sample   
Book leverage 0.6775*** Market leverage 0.7430*** 
 (0.000)  (0.000) 
Speed of adjustment 0.3225 Speed of adjustment 0.2570 
    

Market-to-book 0.0014 Market-to-book 0.0034 
 (0.685)  (0.401) 
Tangibility -0.0512*** Tangibility -0.0540** 
 (0.001)  (0.018) 
Profitability -0.0363 Profitability -0.0409 
 (0.203)  (0.210) 
Depreciations 0.0693 Depreciations -0.4980*** 
 (0.488)  (0.000) 
Size -0.0024 Size 0.0222*** 
 (0.407)  (0.000) 
R&D expenses 0.0828 R&D expenses -0.0500 
 (0.299)  (0.584) 
R&D dummy 0.0047 R&D dummy 0.0115 
 (0.400)  (0.163) 
Industry mean 1.0763*** Industry mean -0.0880** 
 (0.000)  (0.041) 
Market return 0.0000*** Market return 0.0000*** 
 (0.000)  (0.003) 
Gross operating surplus growth 0.1045*** Gross operating surplus growth 0.2042*** 
 (0.000)  (0.000) 
Constant -0.1526*** Constant 0.0089 
  (0.000)   (0.809) 
Observations 14,240 Observations 14,307 
Number of firms 1,507 Number of firms 1,509 
*, **, and *** indicate statistical significant at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively. 

The coefficients from the results in the two-step system GMM model are used to estimate 
the target leverage ratio, both book- and market-valued, following Equation 19. However, 
the coefficients cannot be directly used in the equation, but have to be divided by λ, as it 
is embedded in the coefficients from the GMM phase, i.e. Equation 22.  

Figure 4 illustrates the actual leverage ratios and the target leverage ratios for both 
samples, on average, and year by year. Interestingly, the book-valued target leverage 
ratios are a lot higher than the market-valued-target leverage ratios. However, looking at 
the coefficients in Table 10, it is not surprising, for example the coefficients for market-
valued leverage are on average negative when the book-valued sample has more positive 
coefficients. 

On average, the market-valued target leverage is below the actual market-valued leverage 
ratio during the sample period, and in 2003, 2009, and 2010 it is even below the actual 
book-valued leverage ratio. However, before the financial crisis (2006-2008) and in the 
last year of the sample period (2016) it was slightly above actual market-valued leverage 
ratio. Simply put, the market-valued leverage ratio is the most volatile of all ratios 
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displayed in Figure 4, and the correlation with the actual market-valued leverage ratio is 
only 0.0185 (book-valued target and actual leverage ratio correlate by 0.3152). 

Figure 4 Actual and target leverage ratios 2002-2016 

 

6.2 OLS 

To test how the adjustment speed is affected by different states of the economy, OLS 
regressions are run on different samples and with different variables. The results are 
presented similar as Cook and Tang (2010); comparing sub-samples based on good and 
bad states (section 6.2.1) and testing the states with dummies and interaction terms in 
the full sample (section 6.2.2). Cook and Tang (2010) only included full sample 
regressions with dummies for good states of the economy, but as the states are divided 
into tertiles (3), it is motivated to also present the results with regressions including 
dummies for bad states. Furthermore, Cook and Tang (2010) did not include any control 
variables, but these are included in all regressions presented in the results, following the 
most recent literature on capital structure adjustment speeds (Çolak, et al., 2018).  

Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 are focused on describing the results. A more thorough 
discussion of the meaning of the results together with the macroeconomic conditions, 
their applicability to capital structure theories, similarities and differences to prior 
research, as well as relevance in practice, follow in Chapter 7.  

6.2.1 OLS with sub-samples based on state of the economy 

Table 11 presents the results from the OLS regressions on sub-samples based on the good 

and bad states of the economy. In column 1 and 2 the ∆ACc  and GAP are measured in 

book-values and in columns 3 and 4 in market-values. Panel A defines states based on 
GDP growth, Panel B based on term spread, and Panel C based on market dividend yield. 
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Comparing the coefficients of GAP (the speed of adjustment) in good and bad states, the 
speed of adjustment in good states is higher than in bad states in all three panels except 
for Panel B (state defined by term spread) with market-valued leverage ratios. This 
means that the speed of adjustment is faster in for book-valued leverage ratios in good 
states than in bad states, regardless of which of the three macroeconomic conditions is 
used to determine the state of the economy, and that the adjustment speed of market-
valued leverage is faster in good states than in bad states when the state of the economy 
is determined by GDP growth and market dividend yield, but not when determined by 
term spread.  

The difference in speed of adjustment between good and bad states is biggest in Panel A 
(state determined by GDP growth) when leverage ratios are measured with market-
values; the speed of adjustment in good state is 0.3846 and in bad state 0.2345, which 
also is the smallest speed of adjustment of all states. Market-valued leverage ratios also 
adjust slowest in bad states when determined by GDP growth. 

The adjustment speed is fastest when the state of the economy is determined by market 
dividend yield and leverage ratios are measured with book-values; 0.4729, and for the 
market-valued leverage ratios this is also the state with the fastest speed of adjustment; 
0.4334. In all good states the adjustment speed is faster when measured with book-
values than with market-values, and in bad states book-valued leverage ratios adjust 
faster than market-valued leverage ratios when the macroeconomic states are 
determined by GDP growth and market dividend yield, but not when determined by term 
spread. However, the difference between book- and market-valued leverage ratios’ 
adjustment speeds in the bad state determined by term spread is so small, 0.0073, that 
it could be considered negligible.  

When the states of the economy are determined by GDP growth, the impact of stock and 
bond market conditions for book-valued leverage have the opposite signs in both good 
and bad state. In the good state, bond market conditions have a positive effect (10% 
statistical significance) and stock market conditions have a negative effect (not 
significant). The signs go the other way around in the bad state, where the stock market 
conditions negative effect is significant on a 1% level. The market-valued leverage ratios’ 
speeds of adjustment are affected negatively by both bond and stock market conditions 
in both good and bad states, but only stock market conditions are statistically (1% level) 
and economically (-0.0965) significant. 
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Comparing the signs of the control variables when states of the economy are defined by 
term spread and by market dividend yield, they have almost identical patterns. When 
leverage ratios are measured in book-values, the patter is the opposite from Panel A 
(state determined by GDP growth), i.e. bond market conditions have a negative effect on 
speed of adjustment in good states and a positive effect in bad states, and the opposite 
for stock market conditions. This means that when term spreads are high and dividend 
yields are low, book-valued leverage ratios’ adjustment speeds are positively affected by 
stock market conditions and negatively affected by bond market conditions. Stock 
market conditions are statistically significant in both good and bad states and bond 
market conditions in good states defined by terms spread and market dividend yield. 
When leverage ratios are measured in market-values, bond market conditions have a 
statistically significant negative effect in good states and stock market conditions have a 
statistically significant negative effect in bad states (defined by term spread and market 
dividend yield). The stock market condition’s positive effect in good states is statistically 
significant in Panel C. 

On a general note, the control variables have the opposite signs in good and bad states 
when leverage ratios are measured with book-values, and Panel A has the opposite 
pattern compared to Panel B and C. When leverage ratios are measured with market-
values, the control variables have more negative than positive effects on the speed of 
adjustment. 

The R-squares of the models range from 0.089 (Panel A column 2) to 0.186 (Panel A 
column 1), and hold an average of 0.1325. This is a satisfactory level for this kind of 
regression; the R-squares are higher than the ones obtained by Cook and Tang (2010), 
and in the same range as Çolak, et al.’s (2018).  
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 Results from sub-samples of good and bad economic states 

Table 11 reports the second stage results of the two-stage model, showing the results  from the OLS 
regressions (Equation 26)  	(ACc,D − ACc,DF\) = ÖɅc,DF\

ÄÅÇÉÑE6>%@c,DF\ + Ʌc,DF\
h jc,DF\Ü(x�/Cc,DF\) + UCc,D with robust 

standard errors. The regression is run on sub-samples on good and bad states of the economy defined by 
GDP growth, term spread, and market dividend yield. Columns 1 and 2 (3 and 4) in each panel present 
estimation results when book-valued (market-valued) leverage ratio is used. The independent variables used 
in the first stage are reported in Table 10. The 14-year sample period is divided into macroeconomic tertiles 
based on each macroeconomic factor. Sorting by GDP growth and term spread places years in the highest 
macroeconomic tertile – good state (lowest macroeconomic tertile – bad state) when GDP growth and term 
spread are in the highest (lowest) tertile. Sorting by market dividend yield places years in the highest 
macroeconomic tertile – good state (lowest tertile – bad state) when market dividend yields are in the lowest 
(highest) tertile. 

  Book-valued leverage ratios   Market-valued leverage ratios 
  (1) (2)   (3) (4) 
  Good Bad     Good Bad 
Panel A: Results when states are defined by GDP growth 
GAP  0.3991*** 0.2709***   0.3846*** 0.2345*** 
  (0.000) (0.000)   (0.000) (0.000) 
Bond market  0.0390* -0.0183   -0.0020 -0.0096 
  (0.085) (0.271)   (0.946) (0.406) 
Stock market  -0.0429 0.0864***   -0.0965*** -0.0145 
  (0.124) (0.000)   (0.000) (0.354) 
Country FE  YES YES   YES YES 
Obs.  3,871 4,848   3,890 4,870 
R-squared  0.139 0.089     0.122 0.120 
        
Panel B: Results when states are defined by Term spread   
GAP  0.3916*** 0.3552***   0.3289*** 0.3625*** 
  (0.000) (0.000)   (0.000) (0.000) 
Bond market  -0.1198*** 0.0205   -0.0556*** -0.0161 
  (0.000) (0.268)   (0.003) (0.395) 
Stock market  0.1114*** -0.0525***   0.0146 -0.0840*** 
  (0.000) (0.009)   (0.528) (0.000) 
Country FE  YES YES   YES YES 
Obs.  3,781 4,772   3,786 4,789 
R-squared  0.154 0.130     0.128 0.129 
        
Panel C: Results when states are defined by Market dividend yield 
GAP  0.4729*** 0.3409***   0.4334*** 0.3144*** 
  (0.000) (0.000)   (0.000) (0.000) 
Bond market  -0.0625*** 0.0302   -0.0552*** 0.0080 
  (0.001) (0.128)   (0.002) (0.528) 
Stock market  0.1383*** -0.0653***   0.0506** -0.0749*** 
  (0.000) (0.004)   (0.017) (0.000) 
Country FE  YES YES   YES YES 
Obs.  4,918 3,712   4,954 3,728 
R-squared  0.186 0.118     0.154 0.121 
*, **, and *** indicate statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively. 

 

6.2.2 OLS on full sample 

Table 12 presents the results from the full sample with inclusion of dummies and 
interaction terms for good and bad states of the economy. Columns 1 and 2 represent the 
book-valued sample and columns 2 and 3 the market-valued sample. In columns 1 and 
3, the OLS regression includes a dummy for good state, dGood (when dummy equals 1 if 
it is a good state and 0 otherwise) and an interaction term between dGood and GAP 
(Cook & Tang, 2010). In columns 2 and 4 the same is done, but with a dummy and 
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interaction term with bad state, dBad. Panel A defines states based on GDP growth, Panel 
B based on term spread, and Panel C based on market dividend yield. 

Comparing dGood*GAP across panels, the interaction term has positive and statistically 
significant coefficients when states of the economy are determined by market dividend 
yield (Panel C columns 1 and 3), as well as by GDP growth and measured with market-
valued leverage ratios (Panel A, column 2). However, dGood*GAP has a negative and 
statistically significant coefficient in the good state defined by term spread for market-
valued leverage ratios (Panel B column 3), which is a similar patter to the sub-sample 
regressions where market-valued leverage ratios adjusted statistically significantly faster 
in bad states than good when determined by term spread, even if the difference was 
small.  

The results are consistent in regard of signs, i.e., dGood*Gap and dBad*GAP have 
opposite signs in all panels in both book- and market-valued samples. However, the size 
of the coefficient and the statistical significant varies. In Panel B (term spread) columns 
3 and 4 (market-valued sample), the interaction terms in the regressions are statistically 
significant on 1% level, with a negative effect in good states and positive in bad states. 
This is however the only combination of good and bad state, where the signs are this way 
around, all other dGood*Gap are positive and dBad*GAP negative.  

The control variables are found more statistically significant in the sub-samples than in 
the full sample. In both good and bad states, when leverage ratios are measured in 
market values (columns 3 and 4), bond and stock market conditions have negative effects 
on the speed of adjustment across panels. Furthermore, they are significant on a 1% level 
on all instances except for stock market conditions in Panel C (columns 3 and 4). A 
pattern is also found in columns 1 and 2 (book-valued sample); bond market conditions 
have a negative sign and stock market conditions a positive. However, the statistical 
significance is not as high as in the book-valued sample as in the market-valued sample, 
but still on 5% and 10% level in all regressions except for stock market conditions in 
(columns 1 and 2) and bond market conditions (column 2) in Panel A. 

The R-squares of the models range from 0.114 to 0.138, with an average e of 0.1266. This 
is a satisfactory level for this kind of regression, the R-squares are higher than the ones 
obtained by Cook and Tang (2010), and in the same range as Çolak, et al.’s (2018). 
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 Results from full samples 
Table 12 reports the second stage results of the two-stage model, showing the results  from the OLS 
regressions (Equation 26)  	(ACc,D − ACc,DF\) = ÖɅc,DF\

ÄÅÇÉÑE6>%@c,DF\ + Ʌc,DF\
h jc,DF\Ü(x�/Cc,DF\) + UCc,D with robust 

standard errors. The regression is run on the full samples by including dummies for good and bad states of 
the economy defined by GDP growth, term spread, and market dividend yield. Columns 1 and 2 (3 and 4) in 
each panel present estimation results when book-valued (market-valued) leverage ratio is used. The 
independent variables used in the first stage are reported in Table 10. The 14-year sample period is divided 
into macroeconomic tertiles based on each macroeconomic factor. Sorting by GDP growth and term spread 
places years in the highest macroeconomic tertile – good state (lowest macroeconomic tertile – bad state) 
when GDP growth and term spread are in the highest (lowest) tertile. Sorting by market dividend yield places 
years in the highest macroeconomic tertile – good state (lowest tertile – bad state) when market dividend 
yields are in the lowest (highest) tertile. 

 Book-valued leverage ratios    Market-valued leverage ratios 
 (1) (2)   (3) (4) 
 Good Bad   Good Bad 
Panel A: Results when states are defined by GDP growth 
GAP 0.3451*** 0.4157***   0.3358*** 0.4095*** 
 (0.000) (0.000)   (0.000) (0.000) 
Bond market -0.0232* -0.0155   -0.0304*** -0.0209** 
 (0.098) (0.250)   (0.004) (0.041) 
Stock market 0.0218 0.0012   -0.0257** -0.0477*** 
 (0.102) (0.933)   (0.020) (0.000) 
dGood 0.0305*    -0.0331*  
 (0.095)    (0.091)  
dBad  -0.0024    -0.0981*** 
  (0.876)    (0.000) 
dGood*GAP 0.0359    0.0437*  
 (0.227)    (0.078)  
dBad*GAP  -0.1830***    -0.1951*** 
  (0.000)    (0.000) 
Country FE YES YES   YES YES 
Obs. 13,243 13,243   13,309 13,309 
R-squared 0.132 0.138   0.114 0.123 
Panel B: Results when states are defined by Term spread   
GAP 0.3538*** 0.3658***   0.3624*** 0.3006*** 
 (0.000) (0.000)   (0.000) (0.000) 
Bond market -0.0242* -0.0246*   -0.0290*** -0.0262** 
 (0.090) (0.087)   (0.006) (0.015) 
Stock market 0.0251* 0.0276**   -0.0290*** -0.0362*** 
 (0.063) (0.049)   (0.009) (0.002) 
dGood -0.0207    -0.0667***  
 (0.232)    (0.000)  
dBad  0.0359**    0.1253*** 
  (0.031)    (0.000) 
dGood*GAP 0.0050    -0.0723***  
 (0.863)    (0.001)  
dBad*GAP  -0.0300    0.0912*** 
  (0.298)    (0.000) 
Country FE YES YES   YES YES 
Obs. 13,243 13,243   13,309 13,309 
R-squared 0.131 0.132   0.115 0.119 
Panel C: Results when states are defined by Market dividend yield 
GAP 0.3015*** 0.3719***   0.3053*** 0.3498*** 
 (0.000) (0.000)   (0.000) (0.000) 
Bond market -0.0253* -0.0259*   -0.0330*** -0.0330*** 
 (0.080) (0.073)   (0.002) (0.002) 
Stock market 0.0398*** 0.0312**   -0.0086 -0.0187 
 (0.004) (0.025)   (0.461) (0.109) 
dGood -0.0031    -0.0674***  
 (0.855)    (0.000)  
dBad  0.0152    0.0894*** 
  (0.401)    (0.000) 
dGood*GAP 0.1366***    0.0894***  
 (0.000)    (0.000)  
dBad*GAP  -0.0621**    -0.0380 
  (0.043)    (0.167) 
Country FE YES YES   YES YES 
Obs. 13,243 13,243   13,309 13,309 
R-squared 0.136 0.132    0.116 0.115 
*, **, and *** indicate statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively. 
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6.2.3 Summary of results 

A summary of the results obtained from the OLS regressions, both on sub samples based 
on states and on the full samples, are presented in Table 13. The signs for sub-samples 
show a “+” for the state (good or bad) that has a higher coefficient for GAP, and in the 
full sample if the interaction term has a positive sign. The opposite is shown with “–“ 
signs. The significance levels from the full sample regressions’ interaction terms are also 
included to give picture of which macroeconomic state has a statistically significant 
impact on adjustment speeds. 

Regardless of OLS (sub-sample or full sample) the signs are the same when models are 
testing the macroeconomic states. In all models, when leverage ratios are measured with 
book-values, firms adjust their capital structure faster in good states than in bad states. 
When leverage ratios are measured with market values, firms adjust faster in good states 
defined by GDP growth and market dividend yield, but when states are defined by term 
spread firms adjust faster in bad states.  

 Summary of signs obtained from the OLS regressions 

  Book-valued  Market-valued 
  (1) (2)  (3) (4) 
Economic state Sample Good Bad  Good Bad 

GDP growth Sub-sample + -  + - 
Full sample + - ***  + * - *** 

Term spread Sub-sample + -  -  + 
Full sample + -  - *** + *** 

Market dividend yield Sub-sample + -  + - 
Full sample + *** - **  + *** - 

 

6.3 Robustness tests 

In this section, three robustness tests are performed; alternative states of the economy 
(Cook & Tang, 2010; Çolak, et al., 2018), firm size impact (Cook & Tang, 2010), and 
distance away from target (Cook & Tang, 2010). The results can be compared to Table 
13. 

6.3.1 Alternative ways to identify states of the economy 

In the thesis three different macroeconomic conditions are used to determine the states 
of the economy; GDP growth, term spread, and market dividend yield. Conceptually, 
there are multiple ways of identifying macroeconomic conditions, for example Cook and 
Tang (2010) uses NBER’s historical dating procedure to identify business cycle 
contractions (recessions) and expansions (booms) to test alternative measures. 
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However, as the sample period in the thesis is shorter than Cook and Tang’s, and includes 
the financial crisis, it is more appropriate to test the crisis separately to see if the results 
differ from the other definitions of states of the economy. The impact is analysed 
separately by adding a crisis period dummy (dCRISIS) for the firm year observations 
from 2007-2009. 

Table 14 shows the difference between sub-samples based on crisis (2007-2009) in 
columns 2 and 4 and not crisis in columns 1 and 3. The adjustment speed is slower in the 
bad state when leverage ratios are book-valued, but faster in bad state when market-
values are used. This confirms all results from the book-valued sample (Table 11 columns 
1 and 2), and the results when states of the economy are defined by term spread and 
leverage ratio is measured in market-values (Table 11, Panel B, column 4) 

 Alternative macroeconomic conditions; the recent financial crisis. OLS on 
sub-samples. 

 Book-valued  Market-valued 
 (1) (2)  (3) (4) 
 Not crisis Crisis   Not crisis Crisis 
GAP 0.3721*** 0.3071*** 0.3253*** 0.3966*** 
 (0.000) (0.000)  (0.000) (0.000) 
Bond market -0.0402*** 0.0528  -0.0324*** 0.0244 
 (0.006) (0.110)  (0.004) (0.632) 
Stock market 0.0434*** -0.0052  -0.0215 -0.0736*** 
 (0.009) (0.786)  (0.106) (0.000) 
Country FE YES YES  YES YES 
Obs, 10,405 2,838  10,462 2,847 
R-squared 0.140 0.117   0.112 0.164 
*, **, and *** indicate statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively. 

 

In the full samples, presented in Table 15, including a crisis dummy instead of bad state 
dummy, the dCRISIS*GAP’s coefficient is statistically significant in both samples, but 
negative in the book-valued sample and positive in the market valued sample. However, 
the signs of the dBad*GAP (Table 11, columns 2 and 3) are not unanimous, which means 
that signs of dCRISIS*GAP only confirm the results of the book-valued sample when 
state of the economy is defined by GDP growth and market dividend yield, and the results 
of the market valued sample when state of the economy is defined by term spread. 
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 Alternative macroeconomic conditions: the recent financial crisis. OLS on full 
sample. 

 (1) (2) 
 Book-valued Market-valued 
GAP 0.3703*** 0.3226*** 

 (0.000) (0.000) 
dCRISIS 0.0655*** 0.2384*** 

 (0.001) (0.000) 
dCRISIS*GAP -0.0747** 0.0670*** 

 (0.012) (0.006) 
Bond market -0.0249* -0.0262** 

 (0.082) (0.014) 
Stock market 0.0292** -0.0379*** 

 (0.026) (0.001) 
Country FE YES YES 
Obs, 13,243 13,309 
R-squared 0.133 0.124 
*, **, and *** indicate statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively. 

 

The results from using the financial crisis as a dummy for a bad state instead of the 
original macroeconomic variables, gives valuable insight into how macroeconomic 
conditions affect book- and market valued leverage ratios’ adjustment speeds differently 
depending on which macroeconomic variable is used.  These implications will be 
discussed further in chapter 7.  

6.3.2 Firm size impact 

Previous researchers have argued that large firms should be able to correct deviations 
from target leverage ratios faster, because they have better access to public debt markets 
and relatively lower adjustment costs compared to smaller firms (Drobetz & Wanzenried, 
2006; Cook & Tang, 2010). That would mean that there is a positive relationship between 
the size of the firm and the speed of adjustment of capital structure. To test if the 
adjustment speed depends on firm size rather than macroeconomic conditions, the mean 
logarithm of the firms’ total assets (proxy for firm size) is examined between good and 
bad states with a univariate test assuming unequal variance (Cook & Tang, 2010). 

The results, presented in Table 16, indicate that differences in mean firm size between 
good and bad states are generally not statistically significant and the firm size is generally 
larger in bad states than in good. However, when states of the economy are defined by 
market dividend yield, both samples’ (book- and market valued) mean firm size 
differences are statistically significant, but the actual size of the difference is not 
economically significant; 1.8% and 2.6% on average of the good state value, respectively. 
Furthermore, the results from the OLS regressions show that adjustment speeds would 
be faster in good states determined by market dividend yield, and thus the result 
obtained in Table 16 would indicate that smaller firms adjust faster than larger firms. 
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However, no such conclusions can be drawn with so few tests. In other words, there is no 
strong pattern indicating that firm size would be larger in the states where faster 
adjustment speeds are observed.  

 Firm size impact 

    (1)  (2)  (3) 
  GDP growth  Term spread  Market dividend yield 
  Book  Market   Book Market   Book Market 
Good  5.6433 5.6691  5.7196 5.6819  5.7060 5.6328 
Bad  5.6838 5.681  5.6835 5.7231  5.7166 5.7827 
G vs B  -0.0400 -0.0110  0.0361 -0.0410  -0.0100 -0.1490 
p-value   0.901 0.797  0.404 0.381  0.001*** 0.001*** 
*, **, and *** indicate significant difference between good and bad states of the economy at the 10%, 5%, and 1% 
levels, respectively. 

 

6.3.3 Distance away from target 

Drobetz and Wanzenried (2006) documented that firms that are farther away from their 
target leverage ratios also adjust faster toward them. This is evident from the results 
(sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2), where book-valued leverage ratios adjust faster than market-
valued leverage ratios, because the book-valued GAP is larger than the market-valued 
GAP (see Figure 4: Actual and target leverage ratios 2002-2016). To test if the differences 
across states depend on the differences in gaps, the differences in mean absolute value 
of deviations from the target between good and bad states are examined. 

The results presented in Table 17 indicate that since the firms are farther away from their 
targets in good states than bad states when determined by GDP growth, the assumed 
faster adjustment speed in good states could be attributed to the bigger gap. However, 
the difference is not statistically significant when measured in book-values, nor is it 
economically significant (0.0133). Firms are staitistically significantly farther away from 
target in bad states than in good states when determined by term spread and market 
dividend yield. Thus, the faster adjustment speed in good states determined by market 
dividend yield (both book- and market valuled) cannot be attributed to the larger gap, 
nor for book-valued leverage ratios in good states determined by term spread, but can be 
when leverage ratios are measured with market values.  
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 Distance away from target; GAP 

  (1)  (2)  (3) 
  GDP growth  Term spread  Market dividend yield 
  Book  Market   Book Market   Book Market 

Good  0.4639 0.0303  0.4505 -0.093  0.4498 -0.081 
Bad  0.4505 -0.082  0.4758 0.0448  0.4805 0.0472 
G vs B  0.0133 0.1124  -0.025 -0.138  -0.030 -0.129 
p-value  0.348 0.000***  0.000*** 0.000***  0.000*** 0.000***  
*, **, and *** indicate significant difference between good and bad states of the economy at the 10%, 5%, and 1% 
levels, respectively. 

 
Overall, the differences between good and bad states are larger when measured in market 
values than in book values, regardless of the determinant of macroeconomic state. This 
is further validation of Figure 4, that both actual and target leverage ratios measured in 
book-values are less volatile than measured in market-values. 
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7 DISCUSSION 

This thesis studies how macroeconomic conditions divided into good and bad states of 
the economy affect firms’ capital structure adjustment speeds. The methodology includes 
a dynamic partial adjustment speed model that determines the capital structure 
adjustment speeds, and pooled OLS regressions to test the impacts of states of the 
economy on the adjustment speeds. This chapter discusses both steps of the 
methodology and compares the found results with previous literature and economic 
theories.  

7.1 Target leverage ratios 

The theory part of the thesis builds up a framework on traditional capital structure 
theories, with particular focus on capital structure adjustments and macroeconomic 
conditions. When determining target leverage ratios, a set of firm-specific and 
macroeconomic variables are used, similar to Korajczyk and Levy (2003), and Cook and 
Tang (2010). In connection to variable definitions, the justifications and expected 
relationships of the variables were decribed. 

The existing litterature reports mixed results on whether adjustment speed is higher or 
lower for market- or book-valued leverage ratios (Faulkner, et al., 2012). Howvever, most 
researchers have found market-valued leverage ratios to adjust faster, but the results of 
the thesis show that this is not the case in the eurozone. If market-valued leverage ratios 
would adjust faster, it could be explain by something called the capital structure intertia 
(Welch, 2004); leverage ratios sharply increases after stock price declines and decreases 
when stock prices increase. However, this thesis, the GAP in book-valued leverage ratios 
is much bigger than the GAP in market-valued leverage ratios, and since it is documented 
that firms farther away from target leverage adjust faster (Drobetz & Wanzenried, 2006), 
it is possible that this relative deviation explains the differences between adjustment 
speed for book- and market-valued leverage ratios in the thesis’ results.  

Eleven core factors were used to determine the target leverage, and the results show that 
they provide a more powerful account for the market-valued leverage ratios than for the 
book-valued leverage ratios. Market-valued leverage is generally regarded as forward 
looking, while book-valued leverage is backward looking (Frank & Goyal, 2009). From 
that perspective, depreciations and size are forward looking variables (significant for the 
market-valued sample only), while tangibility, industry mean, market return, and gross 
operating surplus growth are reflecting the past (significant for book-valued or both 
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samples). The remaining variables (market-to-book, profitability, RD, and RDD) could 
be removed from the model because they lack statistical significance. To be consistent 
with previous studies (Cook & Tang, 2010; Korajczyk & Levy, 2003), all variables are 
included in determining the target leverage ratio. Unfortunately, not all studies report 
the results from this step of the methodology, and thus they cannot be compared with. 

Consistent with previous studies (Fama & French, 2002; Korajczyk & Levy, 2003), the 
results show that leverage is negatively correlated with tangibility of assets (statistically 
significant) and profitability (not statistically significant) when leverage ratios are 
measured with both book- and market-values. This implies that regardless leverage 
measure, tangible assets lowers the information asymmetries associated with tangible 
assets and thus makes equity issuances cheaper. This prediction applies to both the 
pecking order and trade-off theories. A direct relation to the trade-off theory would be 
that tangible assets would lower expected costs of distress and fewer debt-related agency 
problems, which would predict a positive relation between tangibility and leverage, but 
in this case tangible assets make equity issuances cheaper and would thus be preferred 
based on the trade-off between costs of equity and debt. Nevertheless, the prediction of 
the pecking order theory holds better for this variable. The pecking order theory also 
holds for profitability; profitability increases the internal funds, which are preferred over 
external funds according to the theory. If profitability would have a positive relationship, 
the trade-off theory would hold with the prediction that profitable firms need more debt 
tax shield and thus has higher leverage ratios. 

DeAngelo and Masulis (1980) show that non-debt tax shields, such as depreciation 
expenses, are a substitute for the tax benefits of debt financing. When leverage ratios are 
measured with market-values, depreciations have a statistically significant and a 
negative effect on leverage, in line with DeAngelo and Masulis (1980). This confirms the 
almost 40 year old notion of to be true for eurozone companies in the 21st century as well. 
When leverage ratios are measured in book-values the relationship is positive, and not 
statistcally significant.  

Firms that are large, in terms of assets, tend to have higher leverage (Frank & Goyal, 
2009). This holds for the market-valued sample of the thesis, with a statistical 
significance on 1% level, but for the book-valued sample the the relationship is negative 
and not significant. The results from the market-valued sample imply that larger firms 
are more mature and more diversified than smaller firms, and thus face lower default 
costs and have better reputations in debt markets, which also cofirms the trade-off 
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theory. The negative relation with book-valued leverage could be explained by that larger 
firms have been around longer and have had time to retain earnings, which would lower 
leverage levels. 

The industry mean is the strongest factor in explaining book-valued leverage. This means 
that firms in industries in which the mean leverage ratio is high tend to have high 
leverage levels and vice versa. However, the relation is negative for market-valued 
leverage ratios. Previous studies explain this difference by that managers might use 
industry mean leverage ratios as benchmarks when they contemplate their own firm’s 
leverage (Hovakimian, et al., 2001), and if the mean is below (above) their actual leverage 
level, the industry mean would have e negative (positive) effect on leverage. Thus, in the 
eurozone, the sample firms are more often below their industry mean measured in book-
values and above their industry mean measured in market-values. However, the mean 
could also be affected by extreme values, and thus the median industry leverage has also 
been used in previous studies.  

The two macroeconomic variables used (together with the above discussed firms-specific 
variables) to determine the target leverage ratio, both have a significant and positive 
relationship with leverage, which is the same as Korajczyk and Levy (2003) found for 
financially constrained firms. This implies a significant difference between US and 
eurozone firms, and could also suggest that eurozone firms would be more constrained 
than US firms in general. A pro-cyclical pattern of leverage is in line with the trade-off 
theory, since during expansions (when equity markets are doing well, expected 
bankruptcy costs are low, firms are more likely to have taxable income to shield, and 
firms have more free cash (Korajczyk & Levy, 2003)) debt should be more attractive. Pro-
cyclicality of leverage has previously been explained to be the mirror image of increased 
collateral requirements, so called increased haircuts during downturns, which leads to 
leverage falls due to increase in collateral requirements. Furthermore, there is evidence 
that the supply of credit is pro-cyclical, which also support pro-cyclical leverage levels 
(Adrian & Shin, 2014), and that firms become more conservative in their use of debt 
financing during bad states of the economy. 

7.2 Macroeconomic conditions affecting capital structure adjustment 

To test how macroeconomic conditions affect capital structure adjustment speeds, OLS 

regressions with ∆ACc,D�on the left-hand side and�x�/Cc,DF\�on the right hand side are run 

on sub-samples based on the state of the economy and on full samples including 
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interaction terms between�x�/Cc,DF\�and a dummy for good or bad state of the economy. 

Both OLS regressions, on sub-samples and on full samples, generate consistent results 
(Table 11). When states of the economy are defined by GDP growth and market dividend 
yield, firms adjust both their book- and market-valued leverage ratios faster toward 
target ratios in good state than in bad states. But when states of the economy are 
determined by term spread, firms adjust their market-valued leverage faster in bad states 
than in good states. 

This means, that when GDP growth is high and market dividend are low, firms adjust 
faster toward their target leverage. This is consistent with the results of Cook and Tang 
(2010) and Hackbarth, et al. (2006). Also,�Huang and Ritter (2004) have found that real 
GDP growth and the likelihood of debt issuance is positively associated. 

The result that firms adjust their market-valued leverage ratio faster when term spreads 
are low is interesting, because this is the opposite from what previous studies have found 
(Cook & Tang, 2010; Drobetz & Wanzenried, 2006). However, the predictive power of 
term spreads has never really been examined in the eurozone, especially not since the 
sovereign debt crisis.  

The prediction that high term spread would imply a good economic state could therefore 
be questioned in the euroarea. Term spread depends on two measures, the 10-year 
government bonds and the three-month money market rates. If the 10-year government 
bond’s rate increases substantially without the three-month rate following due to e.g. 
monetary policies, it is not a sign of a good economic prospects. This has been especially 
true for the eurozone since the European Sovereign Debt Crisis. The underlying problem 
to the Sovereign Debt Crisis was the fact that 19 member states shared the same currency, 
and all eurozone countries were ranked equally safe by the ECB monetary policy, despite 
differing economic health (Feldstein, 2012). The crisis unfolded from unsustainable 
budget shortfalls and several eurozone nations’ government debts going through the 
roof, with serious issues such as increased sovereign bond yields. (Samarkoon, 2017) 
When these bond yields are then used to calculate the term spread, it should be argued 
that in the eurozone the term spread cannot be used as a measure of economic state in 
the same way as done by researchers studying the United States. As shown in Table 6, 
the peaks of Greece and Portugal in particular, but also Ireland and Italy, are clustered 
around 2011-2013, the years known as the worst in the Sovereign Debt Crisis for the 
countries.  
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However, the results from the robustness test with the financial crisis as a bad state was 
similar to the results obtained in the market-valued sample with term spread as the 
determinant for state of the economy. That means that the robustness check actually 
confirms the results obtained by term spread. It could however be argued that the 
financial crisis does not capture the real crisis years in the eurozone and should hence be 
revised in the same manner as the term spread; to account for the general economic 
development in the eurozone. The Financial Crisis in 2007-2009 had a negative effect on 
the eurozone as well, but it was more of a pre-phase to the Sovereign Debt Crisis, and it 
could be justified to use that as a dummy instead. 

Another explanation to the faster adjustments speeds in the market-valued leverage 
ratios during the Financial Crisis is that adjustment benefits outweighed the adjustment 
costs during the Crisis (Çolak, et al., 2018); as many firms went bankrupt, it was regarded 
wiser to pay the price for adjustment than to take the risk of suffering losses if the 
economy would get even worse.  

To conclude, the results show that firms in the eurozone adjust their capital structure 
faster in good states, when determined by GDP growth and market dividend yield, but 
slower in good states when determined by terms spread.  

7.3 Shortcomings 

To test for the most common mistakes, three robustness tests are done including a test 
for firms’ size effect, alternative measures of macroeconomic conditions, and distance 
away from target effect. Other things that could have been tested to assure robustness of 
results include testing alternative leverage measures (e.g. only long- or short-term debt), 
alternative size measure (e.g. sales), and placebo tests (e.g. randomly given states of the 
economy). Thus, it cannot be ruled out that some of these tests could yield a result that 
would contradict with the results obtained in the thesis. Nevertheless, the thesis’ 
methodology and variables follow previous studies, and the results are found robust 
based on the three included robustness tests, and in line with most previous studies, 
which is deemed satisfactory enough.  

There is no one true set of variables to estimate the target leverage, and thus it could be 
reasoned that regressions with different variables would be warranted to validate the 
chosen variables. However, the aim of the thesis is to be able to compare results with 
previous studies, especially the study performed by Cook and Tang (2010), and hence it 
is justified to use the exact same variables as they did. The same justification goes for the 
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macroeconomic conditions determining states of the economy. The macroeconomic 
variables used, both in estimating target leverage and determining state of the economy 
are established to be “as close as it gets” to be able to compare results with Cook and Tang 
(2010), who studied US firms and thus had only one country to collect macroeconomic 
data for. In terms of the firm-specific variables, all are comparable to previous researcher 
as they are calculated in the exact same way.  

Even if the justifications to the shortcomings described above are that the thesis follows 
the methodology and variables used by previous studies, all steps in the methodology 
and all variables are carefully examined and adjusted to fit the eurozone market and to 
follow the most recent literature relating to capital structure adjustment speed. 

The time period of the study is limited to 2002-2016, due to data availability for enough 
countries. Comparable eurozone data is available from 2002 onwards, and at the time 
the study was started no 2017 financials were available in the COMPUSTAT database. 
Nevertheless, it could be reasonable to use a longer time period to be able to capture 
more movements and that way get more robust results. “Luckily” the Financial Crisis and 
the eurozone Debt Crisis are within the sample period, and thanks to that the sample 
period captures large macroeconomic movements, which makes clear cuts in the 
definitions of good and bad states. 

7.4 Contributions 

The contributions of the study are motivated with the lack of studies in the area of capital 
structure adjustment speed. Thus, the thesis gives valuable contribution with results on 
capital structure adjustment speeds in the eurozone when leverage ratios are measured 
with both book- and market-values, which can be expected to be of interest for academia 
as well as practitioners in the financing field. Furthermore, the inclusion of 
macroeconomic conditions and the discovery that not all measures give the same results 
as in the studies performed with US firms gives further valuable insight to the differences 
between the two markets. Lastly, the thesis contributes to the recent literature on capital 
structure adjustment speeds by following the methodology used by the most recently 
published papers and applying it in the context suitable for the thesis, making it possible 
to compare results with several studies also in the future. 
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8 CONCLUSIONS 

Even if previous research has found that macroeconomic conditions are important for 
firms’ financing decisions (Korajczyk & Levy, 2003), studies on how firms’ adjustment 
speeds are affected by macroeconomic conditions are few. The results available from the 
literature today are mostly based on US firms, or one or a few nations (e.g. study on Swiss 
firms by Drobetz and Wanzenried, 2006). Thus, this thesis studies a still unexploited 
area as a whole; the eurozone.  

The thesis studies the eurozone during the sample period 2002-2016, limited to publicly 
listed firms so that both book- and market-valued leverage ratios could be analysed. To 
ensure a robust an accurate dataset and methodology, a careful process to remove clearly 
inaccurate observations in combination with variable value restrictions and 
modifications for the regressions is performed. When determining the states of the 
economy, the macroeconomic conditions GDP growth, term spread, and market 
dividend yield are used. The conditions are divided into tertiles of good, intermediate, 
and bad state of the economy, and only good and bad states are analysed in detail. 

This thesis’ results show that firms in the euro area, similar to the US (Cook & Tang, 
2010), adjust their leverage levels faster in good states of the economy than in bad states 
of the economy, when states of the economy are defined by GDP growth and market 
dividend yield. The results of the thesis differ from previous studies (Cook & Tang, 2010) 
when the state of the economy is defined by term spread and leverage is measured in 
market values; the adjustment speed is faster in bad states than in good states of the 
economy. In other words, when term spreads are low firms adjust their market-valued 
leverage faster than when term spreads are high. This result is important to combine with 
the eurozone market development during the sample period, as the periods with high 
term spreads coincide for many countries during the Sovereign Debt Crisis. Thus, a 
revision of the variable or the definition of good and bad state could be warranted, but 
this goes out of the scope of this thesis and thus the definition by Cook and Tang (2010) 
will be followed.  

The faster adjustment in good states than in bad states is consistent with economic 
theories as well. From a theoretical perspective, bad macroeconomic conditions might 
affect adjustment behaviours through higher default risks and information asymmetries 
between firms and investors. Issuing/retiring securities is more expensive under adverse 
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selection, and external financing costs increase relative to internal. For firms that depend 
on external financing, bad economic states lead to slower adjustments. 

The results show that firms adjust faster toward their target leverage ratios when 
measured in book-values. When comparing good and bad states of the economy it can be 
concluded that firms adjust fastest when divdiend yields are low (good state), which also 
could be translated to that firms adjust the fastest when shareprices are high. Firms 
adjust the slowest in bad states defiend by GDP growth, witnessing the depressing effect 
on low GDP growth on firms’ financing choices and the economy as a whole. 

The contribution of the theisis comes in three phases. Firstly, it contributes to the filed 
of capital structure adjustment speed. Secondly, by studying the eurozone, which before 
this has not been studies as such. And thirdly, it combines features from recent studies 
(Çolak, et al., 2018), to ensure relevance in the capital structure adjustment speed 
litterature, which is constantly developing. 

In conclusion, the interesting results, especially on the term spread behaviour in the 
eurozone compared to the US, opens up interesting new areas for further research into 
the relationship of macroeocnomic conditions and capital structure adjustment speeds. 
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SVENSK SAMMANFATTNING 
 
INTRODUKTION 

När det kommer till forskning inom finansiell ekonomi, och i synnerhet området rörande 
finansiering av företag (eng. corporate finance), så dominerar undersökningar gällande 
företags finansieringsstruktur. Pionjärer som Modigliani och Miller (1958) öppnade upp 
för det breda forskningsfältet rörande kapitalstrukturer som än i dag engagerar forskare 
över hela världen. Eftersom vår värld befinner sig i ständig rörelse så ändras över tid 
förutsättningarna för företags kapitalstrukturer och därmed även förutsättningarna för 
deras finansieringsbehov. Det i sin tur gör området intressant ur en forskningssynpunkt 
då förändringarna skapar nya fenomen värda att undersöka samt skapar situationer där 
bevisade teoriers relevans i samtiden med rätta ibland kan ifrågasättas. 

För en företagsledning hör hantering och planering av företagets kapitalstruktur till de 
viktigaste uppgifterna. Förhållandet mellan eget och främmande kapital är viktigt för att 
uppnå en optimal avkastning med en balanserad risk. Främmande kapital ger 
skatteförmåner via avdragsgilla räntekostnader, men också högre konkurskostnader 
(eng. financial distress costs). En balansgång mellan förmåner och kostnader är således 
given för att uppnå en optimal kapitalstruktur, i enlighet med trade-off teorin (Kraus & 
Lizenberger, 1973).  

Skiljer sig ett företags kapitalstruktur från den optimala strukturen så kan företaget 
justera sin kapitalstruktur för att nå den optimala nivån. Inom finansiell forskning kan 
man mäta hur stort gapet (eng. gap) mellan den egentliga och den optimala 
kapitalstrukturen är (kapitalstruktur mätt t.ex. med skuldsättningsgrad), och hur stor 
del av gapet företaget lyckas stänga från en tidsperiod till den nästa. Detta kallas 
kapitalstrukturens justeringshastighet (eng. capital structure adjustment speed). Även 
om man inte mäter någon egentlig hastighet, kan gapets minskning mätas i 
halveringstid3, dvs. hur många tidsperioder (t.ex. år) det skulle ta för ett företag att 
stänga (minska) halva gapet. 

För att justera sin kapitalstruktur har företag två alternativ beroende på om de befinner 
sig över eller under den optimala skuldsättningsgraden. Å ena sidan kan ett företag ha 
för låg skuldsättningsgrad jämfört med den optimala nivån och då kan företaget återköpa 
sina aktier eller emittera nya lån för att öka skuldsättningsgraden. Å andra sidan kan 

                                                        
3 Halveringstiden mäts som LN(0,5)/LN(1-JH), JH=justeringshastighet 
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företag ha för hög skuldsättningsgrad och då kan företaget emittera nya aktier eller 
betala tillbaka lån för att sänka skuldsättningsgraden. Däremot är det inte alltid möjligt 
för företag att justera sin kapitalstruktur pga. interna eller externa faktorer, så som 
ägarstruktur eller tillgång till kreditmarknader, dvs. faktorer som företaget själva kan 
påverka eller faktorer utom företagets räckvidd.  

Problemområde och motivering av studien  

Den optimala kapitalstrukturen är inte konkret och går inte att definiera, utan beror på 
så många faktorer att det är upp till varje forskare att själv bestämma vilka faktorer som 
skall räknas med. Företag har också sina egna kapitalstrukturmål (eng. capital 
structure/leverage targets), dock går dessa inte direkt att jämföra med den optimala 
kapitalstrukturen som forskare estimerar. Inom forskningen försöker man istället 
komma underfund med vilka faktorer som verkligen påverkar företags kapitalstrukturer 
och hur man med hjälp av dessa faktorer kan estimera den optimala kapitalstrukturen 
och då också kapitalstrukturens justeringshastighet. 

Innan finanskrisen 2007–2009 fanns det inte många studier som kombinerade 
företagsfinansieringsbeslut och dess beroende av makroekonomiska omständigheter. 
Efter finanskrisen har däremot ett ökat intresse för att undersöka detta påvisats (bl.a. 
Bhamra, et al., 2011; Mokhova & Zinecker, 2014; Daskalakis, et al., 2017). Det finns dock 
fortfarande en efterfrågan på studier som förklarar dessa två komponenters samband, 
speciellt kapitalstrukturens justeringshastighet och dess eventuellt direkta samband 
med makroekonomin är fortfarande ett relativt outforskat område som därför nu börjar 
hamna i fokus i fler och fler studier.  

Det finns ett antal studier (Cook & Tang, 2010; Korajczyk & Levy, 2003) som kombinerar 
kapitalstruktur och makroekonomiska omständigheter, men dessa är gjorda på den 
amerikanska marknaden. Då den europeiska makroekonomiska omgivningen varit 
minst lika turbulent som den amerikanska i och med den europeiska statskuldkrisen är 
det även relevant att undersöka den som ett enskilt område. Skuldkrisen har varit synlig 
i de flesta euro-länder, med bl.a. höga statsobligationsräntor, volatila aktiemarknader 
och samhällelig oro (Samarkoon, 2017) som starka markörer. Med andra ord försvagades 
många externa faktorer samtidigt vilka företagsledningarna inte hade inflytande på, men 
som definitivt hade en inverkan på företagens kapitalstrukturer via räntor och 
aktiemarknader. Därför är euroområdet ett ypperligt aktuellt och intressant område att 
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undersöka för att besvara frågan; Justerar företag sina kapitalstrukturer långsammare 
under svåra ekonomiskt tidsperioder? 

Syfte 

Syftet med denna avhandling är att undersöka om makroekonomiska omständigheter 
under 2002-2016 påverkat kapitalstrukturens justeringshastighet för företag inom 
euroområdet.  

Kontribution 

Denna avhandling kontribuerar till den nuvarande forskningen om företags 
kapitalstrukturer på tre fronter; i) kapitalstrukturens justeringshastighet och 
makroekonomiska omständigheter, ii) kapitalstrukturens justeringshastighet inom 
euroområdet iii) kapitalstrukturens justeringshastighet under olika makroekonomiska 
omständigheter kombinerat med kontrollvariabler (aktie- och obligationsmarknaden). 

 

PRESENTATION AV TIDIGARE FORSKNING 

I denna avhandling används fyra tidigare studier som huvudsakliga jämförelsestudier. 
Eftersom avhandlingens syfte och metod är baserat på delar av alla dessa studier är det 
viktigt att presentera varje studie detaljerat, för att motivera de valda variablerna och 
metoderna, samt för att ge läsaren en djupare inblick i ämnet och hur det undersökts 
tidigare. Jämförelsestudierna presenteras i kronologisk ordning, eftersom varje studie 
kommer med något nytt inom ämnet och studierna bygger på varandras upptäckter.  

Korajczyk och Levy (2003) 

Den första jämförelsestudien är skriven av Korajczyk och Levy och heter Capital 
structure choice: macroeocnomic conditions and financial constraints och publicerades 
i Journal of Financial Economics år 2003. Denna studie är en av de första som 
kombinerat undersöker hur makroekonomiska faktorer påverkar kapitalstrukturer och 
förklarar optimala kapitalstrukturer, och har således inspirerat flera studier inom 
området. 

Korajczyk och Levy (2003) studerade hur makroekonomiska faktorer påverkar företags 
kapitalstrukturer, och speciellt skillnaderna mellan finansiellt begränsade och 
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obergränsade företag. Deras datasampel övergriper tidsperioden 1984-2000 och 
innefattar bara amerikanska företag. De makroekonomiska faktorer Korajczyk och Levy 
(2003) inkluderar i sin studie är i) inhemsk icke-finansiell företagvinsttillväxt ii) 
aktiemarknades avkastning och iii) företagscerifikats spridning (eng. commercial paper 
spread).  

Korajczyks och Levys metod innefattar två steg; i första steget estimeras den optimala 
skuldsättningsgraden med företagsspecifika och de ovannämnda makroekonomiska 
variablerna, och sedan utförs en probit modell för att fastställa om företagen emitterar 
eller återköper aktier för att nå den optimala skuldsättningsgraden.  

Forskingens resultat visar att finansiellt ombergänsade företags skuldsättningsgrad är 
motcyclisk, dvs. under bra makroekonomiska omstädningheter har finansiellt 
obegränsade företag lägre skuldsättningsgrad än under svåra makroekonomiska 
omständigheter. Motsatsen påvisas för de finansiellt begränsade företagen, dvs. under 
goda makroekonomiska omständigheter har finansiellt begänsade företag högre 
skuldsättningsgrad än under svåra  makroekonomiska omständigheter.  

Flannery och Rangan (2006) 

Den andra jämförelsestudien är skriven av Flannery och Rangan och heter Partial 
adjustment toward target capital structures och publicerades i Journal of Financial 
Economics år 2006. Detta är den första studien inom området för kapitalstrukturens 
justeringshastighet med en modell som tar både den dynamiska och partiella aspekten 
av justeringshastigheten i beaktande, dvs. att företags optimala kapitalstruktur ändras 
dynamiskt över tid och att företag inte direkt kan justera fullständigt till den optimala 
nivån utan att justeringen sker stegvis, alltså partiellt. I denna avhandling kommer en 
liknande modell att användas. 

Flannerys och Rangas insamlade data övergriper tidperioden 1965–2001 och innefattar 
bara amerikanska företag. Författarna använder en generellt erkänd uppsättning av 
företagsspecifika variabler för att estimera den optimala skuldsättningsgraden. Till dessa 
hör: rörelsevinst i relation till totala tillgångar, marknadsvärde av eget kapital, 
avskrivningar i relation till totala tillgångar, logaritmen av totala tillgångar, fasta 
tillgångar i relation till totala tillgångar, forskning och undersöknings (FoU) kostnader i 
relation till totala tillgångar, FoU dummy variabel, kreditratings dummy, och industrins 
medianskuldsättningsgrad.  
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Författarnas metod, den partiella justeringshastighets modellen (eng. partial 
adjustment speed model), innefattar två steg. I första steget estimeras den optimala 
skuldsättningsgraden, i stil med vad Korajczyk och Levy (2003) gjorde, varefter gapet 
(optimala gapet) mellan den aktuella och optimala skuldsättningsgraden räknads för att 
sedan regressernas mot gapet (aktuella gapet) mellan den aktuella skuldsättningsgraden 
i period t och den aktuelle skuldsättningsgraden i period t+1. Koefficienten för det 
optimala gapet är därmed kapital strukturens justeringshastighet. 

Resultaten bekräftar författarnas hypotes att företag aktivt justerar mot en optimal 
skuldsättningsgrad, eftersom koefficienten för optimala gapet är statistiskt signifikant 
och av signifikant storlek. Resultaten är starka oberoende av företagens storlek och 
tidsperioden som undersöks.  

Cook och Tang (2010) 

Den tredje jämförelsestudien är skriven av Cook and Tang och heter Macroeconomic 
conditions and capital structure adjustment speed och publicerades i Journal of 
Corporate Finance år 2010. Denna studie är som en kombination av de två studierna 
som beskrivs ovan, eftersom studien inkluderar makroekonomiska variabler i 
estimeringen av den optimala kapitalstrukturen samt mäter justeringshastigheten som 
baserar sig på denna optimala nivå. Ett tillägg som Cook och Tang gör som varken 
Korajczyk och Levy (2003) eller Flannery och Rangan (2006) gjorde är att sedan jämföra 
justeringshastigheten och skuldsättningsnivåerna under olika makroekonomiska 
omständigheter. Därför är denna studie den närmaste jämförelsestudien för denna 
avhandling.  

Cooks och Tangs datasampel övergriper tidsperioden 1977–2006 och innefattar bara 
amerikanska företag. De använder i stort sätt samma företagsspecifika variabler som 
Flannery och Rangan (2006) samt de makroekonomiska variabler som Korajczyk och 
Levy (2003) använde vid estimering av den optimala kapitalstrukturen. För att estimera 
justeringshastigheten använde Cook och Tang (2010) samma två-stegs metod som 
Flannery och Rangan (2006), men också en s.k. integrerad modell. Dessa två modeller 
estimeras sedan med att inkludera makroekonomiska omständigheter för att kunna 
jämföra justeringshastigheten under goda och svåra makroekonomiska tidsperioder. De 
goda och svåra tidsperioderna definierades på basen av fyra makroekonomiska faktorer, 
som enligt Korajczyk och Levy (2003) bäst förklarar makroekonomiska svängningar 
samt kapitalstrukturförändringar. Dessa fyra faktorer är i) terminspridning (eng. term 
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spread) ii) BNP tillväxt iii) skillnaden mellan den genomsnittliga obligationsräntan på 
Aaa och Baa obligationer med 20–25 års maturitet (eng. default spread) och iiii) 
marknadens direktavkastning (eng. market dividend yield). På basen av dessa fyra mått 
delar Cook och Tang sitt datasampel i kvintiler (fem delar) från bästa till sämsta 
tidsperioden, där BNP tillväxt och terminspridning är definierade som goda när de är 
höga, medan default spread och marknadens direktavkastning är definierade som goda 
när de är låga. Förväntan är att justeringshastigheten är snabbare under goda 
tidsperioder än under svåra.  

Cooks och Tangs resultat bekräftar deras förväntningar; oberoende av makroekonomiskt 
mått på goda och svåra tidsperioder justerar företag snabbare sin skuldsättning mot den 
optimala nivån under goda omständigheter än under svåra. Författarna kommer också 
fram till att företagens skuldsättning i stora drag följer ett motcykliskt mönster, dvs. att 
skuldsättningsnivårena är lägre under goda makroekonomiska omständigheter än under 
svåra. 

Çolak, Gungoraydinoglu, och Öztekin (2018) 

Den fjärde och sista jämförelsestudien är skriven av Çolak, Gungoraydinoglu, och 
Öztekin (2018) och heter Global leverage adjustments, uncertainty, and country 
institutional strength och publicerades i Journal of Financial Intermediation år 2018. 
Çolak et al. (2018) studerade hur ekonomisk och politisk osäkerhet påverkar företags 
kapitalstrukturers justeringshastigheter.  

Studiens datasampel övergriper tidsperioden 1990–2012 och innefattar företag från 38 
olika länder. Detta gör studien till den mest globala undersökningen som undersöker 
justeringshastighet. Çolak et al. (2018) använder många olika mått på osäkerhet, därmed 
olika dummyvariabler för bl.a. presidentval, index för politisk ekonomisk osäkerhet, 
samt regeringspolitik.  

Çolak et al. (2018) använder också en tvåstegsmodell för att först estimera den optimala 
skuldsättningsnivån och sedan jämföra den till den aktuella nivån samt räkna ut 
justeringshastigheten. Detta görs i samband med att inkludera osäkerhetsvariabler i 
regressionen, vilket är liknande till vad Cook och Tang (2010) gjorde men med 
makroekonomiska variabler. Çolak et al. (2018) inkluderar också kontrollvariabler för 
obligations- och aktiemarknadens utveckling i varje land, vilket också görs i denna 
avhandling för att konsekvent följa den nyaste forskningen inom ämnet.  
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Forskningens resultat visar att ekonomisk och politisk osäkerhet (alla osäkerhetsmått) 
har en negativ inverkan på företags kapitalstrukturers justeringshastigheter.  

METOD OCH DATA 

I denna avhandling används en tvåstegs dynamisk partiell justeringshastighets modell, 
likande som Flannery och Rangan (2006), Cook och Tang (2010) och Çolak et al. (2018). 
För att kunna estimera den optimala skuldsättningsgraden används en system GMM-
modell (Blundell & Bond, 1998), varefter en vanlig OLS regression utförs för att 
undersöka hur makroekonomiska variabler påverkar kapital strukturens justerings 
hastighet.  

Vid estimering av den optimala kapitalstrukturen (den beroende variabeln) används 
följande företagsspecifika variabler: marknadsvärdet av tillgångar i relation till 
bokvärdet av tillgångar, materiella tillgångar i relation till totala tillgångar, rörelsevinst i 
relation till totala tillgångar, avskrivningar i relation till totala tillgångar, naturliga 
logaritmen av totala tillgångar, FoU kostnader i relation till totala tillgångar, FoU dummy 
variabel, och industrins genomsnittliga skuldsättningsgrad, samt följande 
makroekonomiska variabler på landnivå: marknadsavkastningen på landsindex, och 
brutto driftöverskottstillväxten (Cook & Tang, 2010). Alla dessa variabler är eftersläpade 
med en period (ett år), eftersom de antas påverka nästa periods optimala 
skuldsättningsgrad. (Cook & Tang, 2010; Korajczyk & Levy, 2003; Çolak, et al., 2018) 
Regressionen för fastställande av den optimala skuldsättningsgraden är följande: 

ßs2:t6;8pv;<Cc,D = JFöretagCc,DF\ + XE6p%@c,DF\ 

Skuldsättningen mäts i både bok- och marknadsvärde. Bokvärderande 
skuldsättningsgraden är: 

á8pv;< =
Aå1rK%:42:r6 + Æ@%2K%:42:r6	%ä123qä%61<3	4pv;<3%

5@26;6	2:;;rå1r6%
 

Den marknadsvärderande skuldsättningen är: 

E8pv;< =
Aå1rK%:42:r6 + p@%2K%:42:r6	%ä123qä%61<3	4pv;<3%

(Aå1rK%:42:r6 + p@%2K%:42:r6	%ä123qä%61<3	4pv;<3%) + (�p2:3s%:4 ∗ i2342å313<	6p2:3%)
 

När den optimala bok- och marknadsvärderade skuldsättningsgraden är fastställd (med 
hjälp av de eftersläpande företagsspecifika och makroekonomiska variablerna) kan det 
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s.k. gapet4 gentemot den aktuella skuldsättningsgraden regressernas mot det s.k. 
aktuella gapet5 enligt följande ”gap-regression”: 

8pv;<Cc,D − 8pv;<Cc,DF\ = 	^_ßs2:t6;8pv;<Cc,D − 8pv;<Cc,DF\` + OCc,D 

Koefficienten (^) för optimala gapet motsvarar justeringshastigheten, men ekvation 
måste omformuleras något för att tillåta justeringshastigheten att variera över tid, samt 
måste den inkludera kontrollvariabler för att utesluta deras inverkan på de egentligen 
undersökta makroekonomiska variablerna. Därmed skrivs koefficienten om enligt 
följande: 

^Cc,D = Ʌc,DF\
ÄÅ∞ÉÑE6p%@c,DF\ + Ʌc,DF\

±Ñ≤DÉÑ≥≥Æ@12%@;;c,DF\ 

Och läggs in i gap-regressionen: 

(8pv;<Cc,D − 8pv;<Cc,DF\) = ÖɅc,DF\
ÄÅ∞ÉÑE6p%@c,DF\ + Ʌc,DF\

±Ñ≤DÉÑ≥≥Æ@12%@;;c,DF\Ü_ßs2:t6;8pv;<Cc,DF\ − 8pv;<Cc,DF\` + UCc,D 

De makroekonomiska variablerna som används i denna avhandling för att bestämma om 
tidsperioderna är goda eller svåra är terminspridning, BNP tillväxt, och marknadens 
direktavkastning (Cook & Tang, 2010). På basen av dessa tre delas datasamplet in i goda, 
mellanliggande, och svåra makroekonomiska perioder, och justeringshastigheten i goda 
och svåra perioder jämförs sedan med varandra. Alla makroekonomiska variabler är 
insamlade på landnivå, och indelningen i god, mellan liggande och svår 
makroekonomisk omständighet görs också landsvis. Kontrollvariablerna som används 
är obligations- och aktiemarknadens värde i relation till BNP (Çolak, et al., 2018).  

Enligt Cook and Tang (2010) definieras goda tidsperioder av hög BNP tillväxt, hög 
terminspridning och låg direktavkastning. Men när variablerna granskas noteras att 
terminspridingen är väldigt hög i de euroländer som drabbats mest av statsskuldkrisen 
och därför ifrågasätts måttets definition på goda och svåra tidsperioder.  

 

RESULTAT 

Avhandlingens resultat visar att företag inom euroområdet justerar sin kapitalstruktur 
(skuldsättningsgrad) snabbare under goda makroekonomiska omständigheter än under 

                                                        
4 Gap = (Optimal skuldsättning i period t) – (Aktuell skuldsättning i period t-1) 
5 Aktuellt gap = (Aktuell skuldsättning i period t) – (Aktuell skuldsättning i period t-1) 
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svåra makroekonomiska omständigheter. Resultaten är konsekventa oberoende av mått 
på skuldsättningsgrad (bok- eller marknadsvärderad) och då BNP tillväxt och 
direktavkastning används för att definiera makroekonomiska tidsperioder. När 
makroekonomiska omständigheterna definieras av terminspridningen är 
justeringshastigheten snabbare i under svåra tidsperioder än under goda då 
skuldsättningsgraden är bokvärderad.  

Enligt undersökningens resultat justerar företag sin bokvärderade skuldsättningsgrad 
snabbare än sin marknadsvärderade skuldsättningsgrad. Justeringshastigheten är 
snabbast under goda makroekonomiska perioder definierat av marknadens 
direktavkastning, dvs. när direktavkastningarna är låga och därmed aktiepriserna höga. 
Justeringshastigheten är långsammast under svåra makroekonomiska perioder 
definierade med BNP tillväxt, dvs. när BNP tillväxten är låg. Detta bekräftar den negativa 
inverkan låg BNP tillväxt och recessioner har på hela ekonomin och därmed också 
kapitalstrukturens justeringshastighet. 

En intressant notering som måste tas i beaktande i resultatanalysen är att den 
makroekonomiska variabeln terminspridning inte kan tolkas på samma sätt som i de 
tidigare studierna som forskat amerikanska företag. På grund av den europeiska 
statskuldkrisen har de långfristiga räntorna varit exceptionellt höga i vissa länder (t.ex. 
Grekland och Portugal), medan den kortfristiga räntan fastställts av ECB för alla 
euroländer utan att ta i beaktande skillnader i ländernas kreditvärdighet. I tidigare 
studier har hög terminspridning definierats som en god tidsperiod, och hög 
terminspridning har bevistats förutspå ekonomisk tillväxt (t.ex. BNP tillväxt) (bl.a. 
Estrella & Hardouvelis, 1991). Dessa studier har bara gjorts på den amerikanska 
marknaden, medan forskning och analys av den europeiska marknaden i själva verket 
visat motsatsen (Feldstein, 2012). Detta betyder att med definitionen av goda och svåra 
makroekonomiska perioder definierade av terminspridningen (Cook & Tang, 2010) så är 
avhandlingens resultat motstridiga gentemot tidigare forskning, eftersom 
justeringshastigheten är snabbare när terminspridningen är låg än när den är hög. 
Därmed öppnar resultaten i denna avhandling upp möjligheter till fortsatt forskning 
inom ämnet med specifikt fokus på terminspridning som mått på makroekonomisk 
styrka i euroområdet och USA. 
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Ekonomiska teorier förespråkar snabbare justeringshastighet under goda 
makroekonomiska perioder än de förespråkar under svåra makroekonomiska perioder. 
Svåra makroekonomiska omständigheter kan inverka på justeringsbeslut via högre 
kreditrisk och informationsasymmetrier mellan företag och investerare. 
Emittering/återtagning av värdepapper är dyrare om det finns 
informationsasymmetrier, eftersom externa finansieringskostnader blir dyrare 
gentemot interna finansieringskostnader. Om företag är beroende av extern finansiering 
kan deras justeringshastighet fördröjas avsevärt under svåra makroekonomiska 
perioder. Detta kan således tolkas vara fallet inom euroområdet. 

 

KONKLUDERANDE AVSLUTNING 

Även om tidigare forskare bevisat att makroekonomiska omständigheter är viktiga för 
företags finansieringsbeslut (Korajczyk & Levy, 2003) finns det få studier om hur 
makroekonomiska omständigheter påverkar företags kapitalstrukturers 
justeringshastigheter. De få studier som finns till hands är i de flesta fall gjorda på den 
amerikanska marknaden, eller på några få länder (t.ex. en studie på den schweiziska 
marknaden av Drobetz och Wanzenried, 2006). Syftet med denna avhandling är att fylla 
denna lucka i forskningen med att undersöka sambandet mellan makroekonomi och 
kapitalstrukturens justeringshastighet på en marknad som hittills varit outforskad: 
euroområdet.  

Studiens resultat bekräftar delvis tidigare studierna som baserat sig på andra marknader, 
dvs. att företag justerar sin skuldsättningsgrad snabbare under goda makroekonomiska 
förhållanden än under svåra. Analysen kring terminspridningen väcker efterfrågan på 
flera, mer ingående, studier kring terminspridningens styrka i att förutspå 
makroekonomiska svängningar inom euroområdet. Detta eftersom avhandlingens data 
och resultat påvisat att dess inverkan är den motsatta inom euroområdet jämfört med 
USA. 

Huvudsyftet med denna avhandling är att följa fyra jämförelsestudierna. Frånsett detta 
så är det tänkbart att utveckla denna studie med alternativa mått på skuldsättningsgrad, 
alternativa metoder för att definiera den optimala kapitalstrukturen, och genom att 
tillägga flera makroekonomiska variabler. Man kunde också utföra studien på landnivå 
istället för att behandla justeringshastigheten som en aggregerad variabel för 
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euroområdet. Med andra ord öppnar denna avhandling möjligheter för fortsatt forskning 
i flera olika riktningar. 

Avslutningsvis kan avhandlingens resultat kan vara till nytta för såväl utövare inom 
finansbranschen som akademiker som är intresserade av kapitalstrukturens 
justeringshastighet och makroekonomiska förklarande variabler.  
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APPENDIX 1 MACROECONOMIC CONDITIONS BY COUNTRY 

  Min GDP Max GDP  Min TS Max TS  Min DIV Max DIV 
AUT   -0,94 % 5,73 %   -2,04 % 3,22 %   2,07 % 7,56 % 

Bad  -0,94 % 2,37 %  -2,04 % 0,64 %  7,12 % 7,56 % 
Intermediate  2,76 % 4,67 %  0,77 % 2,10 %  5,83 % 6,50 % 
Good  4,84 % 5,73 %  2,41 % 3,22 %  2,07 % 5,42 % 

BEL   -0,34 % 6,18 %   -2,39 % 2,67 %   2,11 % 6,53 % 
Bad  -0,34 % 2,28 %  -2,39 % 0,08 %  4,88 % 6,53 % 
Intermediate  2,74 % 3,85 %  0,74 % 1,67 %  3,26 % 4,52 % 
Good  4,17 % 6,18 %  1,85 % 2,67 %  2,11 % 2,81 % 

DEU   -2,52 % 7,22 %   -0,65 % 2,34 %   1,39 % 3,84 % 
Bad  -2,52 % 2,35 %  -0,65 % -0,06 %  3,68 % 3,84 % 
Intermediate  3,00 % 6,01 %  0,44 % 1,74 %  3,23 % 3,54 % 
Good  6,51 % 7,22 %  1,93 % 2,34 %  1,39 % 2,70 % 

ESP   -3,17 % 11,37 %   -0,27 % 5,27 %   1,79 % 6,37 % 
Bad  -3,17 % 1,97 %  -0,27 % 1,66 %  5,29 % 6,37 % 
Intermediate  2,63 % 4,22 %  1,75 % 2,68 %  4,20 % 5,07 % 
Good  4,71 % 11,37 %  2,75 % 5,27 %  1,79 % 4,14 % 

FIN   -5,37 % 9,69 %   -2,07 % 2,51 %   1,51 % 3,35 % 
Bad  -5,37 % 1,46 %  -2,07 % 0,74 %  2,74 % 3,35 % 
Intermediate  1,66 % 3,12 %  1,17 % 1,66 %  2,34 % 2,69 % 
Good  4,92 % 9,69 %  2,00 % 2,51 %  1,51 % 2,22 % 

FRA   -1,34 % 6,29 %   -2,01 % 2,42 %   1,18 % 3,44 % 
Bad  -1,34 % 1,52 %  -2,01 % 0,73 %  2,94 % 3,44 % 
Intermediate  2,16 % 3,65 %  0,86 % 1,96 %  2,77 % 2,89 % 
Good  4,06 % 6,29 %  1,98 % 2,42 %  1,18 % 2,70 % 

GRC   -7,22 % 7,79 %   -2,26 % 13,00 %   0,13 % 3,84 % 
Bad  -7,22 % -1,61 %  -2,26 % 3,80 %  3,18 % 3,84 % 
Intermediate  -0,53 % 2,84 %  3,95 % 8,28 %  0,99 % 2,88 % 
Good  3,22 % 7,79 %  9,69 % 13,00 %  0,13 % 0,90 % 

IRL   -5,97 % 34,95 %   -2,08 % 6,29 %   0,00 % 3,34 % 
Bad  -5,97 % 4,15 %  -2,08 % 1,13 %  2,15 % 3,34 % 
Intermediate  4,33 % 6,57 %  1,14 % 3,61 %  0,84 % 2,07 % 
Good  6,84 % 34,95 %  3,71 % 6,29 %  0,00 % 0,81 % 

ITA   -2,64 % 7,49 %   0,05 % 6,08 %   1,55 % 4,00 % 
Bad  -2,64 % 1,20 %  0,05 % 1,73 %  2,70 % 4,00 % 
Intermediate  1,42 % 3,50 %  1,75 % 3,08 %  1,94 % 2,14 % 
Good  4,04 % 7,49 %  3,22 % 6,08 %  1,55 % 1,92 % 

LUX   -0,52 % 14,34 %   0,09 % 2,14 %   0,47 % 4,07 % 
Bad  -0,52 % 1,26 %  0,09 % 0,23 %  3,66 % 4,07 % 
Intermediate  2,12 % 6,33 %  0,38 % 1,13 %  2,69 % 3,30 % 
Good  6,44 % 14,34 %  1,26 % 2,14 %  0,47 % 2,59 % 

NLD   -3,95 % 8,97 %   -1,80 % 5,95 %   1,70 % 3,50 % 
Bad  -3,95 % 1,41 %  -1,80 % 0,55 %  2,63 % 3,50 % 
Intermediate  1,93 % 4,20 %  0,70 % 1,74 %  2,00 % 2,51 % 
Good  5,15 % 8,97 %  1,79 % 5,95 %  1,70 % 1,98 % 

PRT   -2,03 % 8,44 %   -0,11 % 9,97 %   1,51 % 3,35 % 
Bad  -2,03 % 2,73 %  -0,11 % 1,85 %  3,09 % 3,35 % 
Intermediate  3,04 % 3,81 %  2,04 % 3,54 %  2,34 % 2,74 % 
Good  4,15 % 8,44 %  4,59 % 9,97 %  1,51 % 2,22 % 
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APPENDIX 2 PREVIOUS LITTERATURE SUMMARY TABLE 

Authors Korajczyk & Levy Flannery & Rangan Cook & Tang Çolak, Gungoraydinoglu & Öztekin  
Year published 2003 2006 2010 2018 

Sample size 
45,443 unconstrained 
firm-events and 5,055 
constrained firm-
events 

111,106 firm-year 
observations 

124,466 firm-year 
observations with 
book-valued, 126,920 
firm-year observations 
with market-valued  

627,722 firm-year observations 

Sample period 1984-2001 1965-2001 1977-2006 1990-2012 
Geographic area The US The US The US 38 countries 
Firm-specific variables 
Tangibility of assets x x x x 
Profitability x x x x 
Tax shield x x x x 
Proxies for uniqueness x xx xxx xx 
Market-to-book ratio x   x x 
Firm size x x   x 
Market value of common equity   x     
Dummy for rated companies   x     
Industry median   x x x 
Sunk dummy     x   
Leverage       x 
Dividend payer       x 
Industry MB ratio       x 
Firm minus industry MB ratio       x 
Politically sensitive industry       x 
Macroeconomic variables 
2-year aggregated domestic non-financial corporate profit growth x   x   
2-year equity market return x   x   
commercial paper spread x   x   
Uncertainty variables       11 
Financial intermediation costs and institutional variables       7 
Bond market capitalization/GDP       x 
Stock market capitalization/GDP       x 
Leverage measures 
Book-valued x   x x 
Market-valued x x x   
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APPENDIX 3 INDUSTRY MEAN LEVERAGE RATIOS BASED ON FAMA&FRENCH 49 INDUSTRIES 

Industry average market-valued leverage   
 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 Total 
Agriculture 26,92 % 27,86 % 20,08 % 20,08 % 16,54 % 11,25 % 15,41 % 20,08 % 23,58 % 22,88 % 27,18 % 29,87 % 48,39 % 50,26 % 39,46 % 28,64 % 
Aircraft 33,00 % 25,27 % 22,72 % 24,14 % 15,25 % 23,07 % 24,91 % 35,37 % 36,25 % 31,26 % 40,47 % 35,48 % 29,13 % 32,34 % 25,57 % 29,08 % 
Almost Nothing 29,95 % 32,57 % 28,16 % 28,06 % 26,38 % 24,93 % 29,14 % 47,69 % 45,99 % 44,21 % 46,58 % 43,67 % 48,09 % 42,78 % 45,66 % 37,59 % 
Apparel 30,53 % 36,14 % 28,68 % 27,72 % 24,90 % 23,75 % 26,45 % 42,97 % 34,02 % 29,29 % 24,71 % 26,93 % 27,32 % 26,86 % 21,52 % 28,75 % 
Automobiles and Trucks 28,68 % 54,36 % 43,52 % 41,95 % 38,58 % 33,16 % 33,25 % 49,04 % 46,75 % 39,64 % 45,73 % 45,02 % 41,97 % 36,97 % 34,28 % 40,75 % 
Beer & Liquor 28,66 % 39,26 % 35,98 % 34,80 % 27,90 % 30,00 % 31,46 % 46,99 % 46,96 % 40,59 % 40,58 % 42,37 % 35,03 % 36,56 % 33,26 % 36,72 % 
Business Services 29,40 % 31,18 % 23,75 % 21,22 % 20,06 % 19,09 % 21,41 % 30,68 % 27,46 % 27,38 % 30,22 % 29,23 % 27,61 % 27,28 % 23,72 % 26,04 % 
Business Supplies 32,36 % 41,14 % 36,72 % 34,09 % 37,53 % 33,78 % 38,60 % 50,61 % 49,99 % 50,44 % 50,77 % 45,04 % 43,92 % 37,51 % 36,70 % 42,15 % 
Candy & Soda       11,25 % 56,34 % 56,34 % 56,34 % 56,34 % 56,34 % 56,34 % 44,02 % 50,13 % 48,87 % 
Chemicals 28,29 % 36,17 % 36,56 % 36,93 % 32,76 % 27,76 % 28,16 % 44,07 % 37,98 % 33,67 % 34,14 % 31,84 % 30,11 % 31,77 % 32,80 % 33,65 % 
Coal       25,81 % 56,34 %        41,07 % 
Communication 24,98 % 31,35 % 20,85 % 18,07 % 19,81 % 20,18 % 21,90 % 35,51 % 30,42 % 30,48 % 31,42 % 31,02 % 27,76 % 26,11 % 31,15 % 26,69 % 
Computer Hardware 29,41 % 40,50 % 34,14 % 31,64 % 27,73 % 21,15 % 21,22 % 34,45 % 31,64 % 25,34 % 30,20 % 32,16 % 27,16 % 27,75 % 27,29 % 28,90 % 
Computer Software 28,94 % 22,24 % 17,12 % 16,62 % 14,17 % 12,74 % 16,55 % 25,75 % 21,78 % 20,69 % 23,07 % 22,00 % 21,41 % 19,02 % 18,96 % 20,12 % 
Construction 35,21 % 44,95 % 40,39 % 40,33 % 35,04 % 31,83 % 33,14 % 51,62 % 45,56 % 51,32 % 55,69 % 55,21 % 52,89 % 50,79 % 52,32 % 45,86 % 
Construction Materials 32,01 % 46,73 % 40,52 % 39,09 % 35,69 % 27,97 % 29,45 % 47,30 % 40,49 % 36,70 % 39,90 % 38,01 % 33,69 % 35,33 % 31,88 % 37,20 % 
Consumer Goods 35,43 % 20,61 % 26,93 % 30,24 % 30,59 % 21,61 % 23,35 % 38,83 % 30,59 % 32,03 % 34,35 % 32,51 % 36,51 % 25,81 % 26,70 % 29,92 % 
Defense 39,46 % 11,05 % 11,05 % 11,05 % 11,05 % 11,05 % 11,05 % 11,05 % 18,41 % 14,04 % 24,10 %  19,86 % 25,75 %  16,85 % 
Electrical Equipment 29,58 % 32,70 % 25,78 % 25,00 % 17,17 % 20,52 % 18,53 % 24,05 % 14,54 % 16,67 % 21,22 % 26,14 % 27,70 % 25,85 % 22,79 % 23,02 % 
Electronic Equipment 30,95 % 31,52 % 25,76 % 22,96 % 18,70 % 16,24 % 18,05 % 32,19 % 33,11 % 29,80 % 31,25 % 28,49 % 28,11 % 21,54 % 22,51 % 26,00 % 
Entertainment 29,77 % 35,07 % 26,78 % 25,68 % 23,51 % 23,82 % 28,26 % 42,06 % 34,05 % 36,14 % 40,58 % 35,67 % 45,33 % 44,09 % 41,65 % 35,22 % 
Fabricated Products 32,15 % 49,38 % 31,34 % 29,51 % 26,80 % 25,37 % 21,62 % 21,59 % 18,74 % 19,78 % 26,72 % 31,74 % 30,57 % 35,55 % 40,15 % 29,08 % 
Food Products 33,20 % 40,00 % 32,90 % 32,54 % 30,98 % 27,88 % 31,29 % 46,24 % 43,52 % 40,65 % 43,60 % 42,40 % 34,24 % 35,40 % 34,04 % 37,09 % 
Healthcare 30,42 % 40,10 % 46,36 % 40,12 % 34,49 % 29,22 % 33,30 % 48,79 % 46,11 % 56,34 % 56,34 % 56,34 % 52,92 % 52,68 % 44,71 % 44,19 % 
Machinery 30,58 % 36,94 % 33,80 % 29,05 % 24,85 % 21,64 % 21,46 % 34,38 % 30,27 % 24,69 % 28,55 % 28,90 % 27,94 % 21,83 % 22,24 % 27,79 % 
Measuring and Control Equipment 35,44 % 30,76 % 25,67 % 21,98 % 18,83 % 19,55 % 22,41 % 31,85 % 32,00 % 22,24 % 24,91 % 24,74 % 23,93 % 20,09 % 16,85 % 24,58 % 
Medical Equipment 31,17 % 32,40 % 25,55 % 14,94 % 19,51 % 15,61 % 18,51 % 31,68 % 28,29 % 24,80 % 25,68 % 22,84 % 22,00 % 18,17 % 15,98 % 22,42 % 
Non-Metallic and Industrial Metal Mining 33,48 % 43,81 % 32,46 % 26,27 % 25,16 % 20,48 % 18,11 % 30,99 % 33,74 % 36,82 % 42,82 % 34,27 % 37,95 % 48,19 % 48,19 % 33,78 % 
Personal Services 32,73 % 43,00 % 39,23 % 40,56 % 34,62 % 29,46 % 37,14 % 56,34 % 47,93 % 44,33 % 43,31 % 42,07 % 38,82 % 33,67 % 36,48 % 39,84 % 
Petroleum and Natural Gas 30,58 % 38,33 % 32,12 % 24,08 % 16,92 % 15,42 % 15,66 % 28,11 % 25,87 % 26,43 % 32,32 % 29,22 % 33,95 % 35,16 % 38,07 % 27,68 % 
Pharmaceutical Products 28,59 % 21,95 % 18,71 % 20,89 % 17,62 % 15,75 % 11,16 % 16,33 % 16,02 % 14,49 % 18,83 % 14,50 % 15,16 % 15,92 % 12,55 % 16,33 % 
Precious Metals     33,47 % 11,05 %   11,05 % 11,29 % 18,90 % 22,43 % 11,87 % 15,60 % 12,84 % 16,37 % 
Printing and Publishing 31,56 % 26,54 % 24,63 % 18,58 % 18,57 % 21,00 % 26,07 % 39,89 % 34,68 % 36,96 % 44,14 % 52,46 % 51,31 % 47,59 % 42,63 % 35,02 % 
Recreation 29,68 % 23,72 % 24,66 % 27,96 % 37,68 % 33,19 % 35,63 % 30,50 % 28,37 % 33,47 % 41,34 % 40,76 % 34,69 % 26,81 % 28,09 % 32,04 % 
Restaurants, Hotels, Motels 28,78 % 36,96 % 40,70 % 35,43 % 30,58 % 33,06 % 34,17 % 42,31 % 42,67 % 38,51 % 42,52 % 39,00 % 40,06 % 39,89 % 37,40 % 37,17 % 
Retail 27,74 % 38,43 % 34,01 % 30,28 % 30,38 % 27,74 % 27,51 % 37,31 % 33,17 % 31,50 % 36,56 % 36,01 % 37,33 % 33,06 % 32,19 % 33,05 % 
Rubber and Plastic Products 31,63 % 39,12 % 41,23 % 36,38 % 28,88 % 37,75 % 36,63 % 53,40 % 47,80 % 35,43 % 36,16 % 35,96 % 37,52 % 35,57 % 34,29 % 38,03 % 
Shipbuilding, Railroad Equipment 30,05 % 28,12 % 30,85 % 16,18 % 20,00 % 18,14 % 15,62 % 28,81 % 26,98 % 23,35 % 30,41 % 29,85 % 23,94 % 30,44 % 31,83 % 25,56 % 
Shipping Containers 38,48 % 43,90 % 43,10 % 45,33 % 38,95 % 28,08 % 33,30 % 56,34 % 51,25 % 30,51 % 38,49 % 43,40 % 42,92 % 43,14 %  41,76 % 
Steel Works Etc 35,22 % 43,27 % 47,77 % 37,65 % 42,50 % 27,77 % 31,79 % 49,23 % 48,66 % 48,97 % 55,85 % 53,13 % 54,13 % 47,54 % 50,13 % 45,83 % 
Textiles 33,75 % 54,61 % 49,46 % 38,57 % 48,57 % 45,78 % 37,60 % 50,03 % 51,14 % 47,30 % 51,14 % 46,88 % 41,41 % 39,85 % 39,21 % 44,93 % 
Transportation 32,18 % 50,02 % 45,57 % 46,80 % 42,53 % 34,44 % 38,01 % 47,38 % 46,14 % 44,08 % 50,18 % 47,00 % 42,91 % 39,81 % 36,36 % 42,90 % 
Wholesale 29,61 % 42,75 % 34,73 % 33,12 % 31,49 % 30,29 % 32,25 % 41,80 % 39,47 % 44,75 % 49,21 % 47,05 % 45,26 % 45,31 % 45,86 % 40,35 % 
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Industry average book-valued leverage ratios       
 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 Total 
Agriculture 25,11 % 18,07 % 14,41 % 12,94 % 11,37 % 13,98 % 15,73 % 15,62 % 19,49 % 19,68 % 21,43 % 36,22 % 39,11 % 31,48 % 29,87 % 23,08 % 
Aircraft 14,54 % 11,42 % 11,11 % 11,03 % 13,04 % 13,61 % 14,12 % 17,81 % 16,30 % 17,82 % 18,75 % 21,82 % 25,51 % 21,18 % 21,58 % 17,27 % 
Almost Nothing 25,87 % 25,19 % 24,31 % 24,07 % 22,04 % 24,10 % 30,61 % 29,61 % 28,77 % 26,71 % 27,27 % 32,00 % 25,50 % 26,60 % 31,71 % 26,70 % 
Apparel 25,73 % 24,67 % 22,57 % 20,65 % 20,80 % 24,15 % 27,50 % 26,07 % 22,70 % 17,91 % 20,17 % 22,76 % 22,45 % 18,89 % 22,27 % 22,46 % 
Automobiles and Trucks 32,90 % 30,44 % 29,88 % 30,11 % 27,91 % 27,95 % 34,21 % 35,31 % 31,96 % 29,05 % 30,50 % 31,53 % 29,30 % 30,13 % 32,00 % 30,79 % 
Beer & Liquor 34,68 % 32,24 % 35,23 % 30,21 % 31,36 % 30,53 % 35,44 % 38,91 % 35,13 % 34,13 % 33,33 % 32,21 % 30,59 % 29,27 % 27,93 % 32,71 % 
Business Services 22,64 % 20,62 % 20,58 % 18,70 % 19,62 % 20,09 % 20,06 % 20,69 % 20,92 % 22,30 % 21,34 % 22,35 % 22,16 % 21,28 % 24,55 % 21,26 % 
Business Supplies 26,50 % 28,09 % 28,40 % 28,29 % 27,19 % 29,03 % 28,66 % 30,62 % 32,65 % 27,55 % 27,89 % 25,73 % 23,16 % 23,23 % 24,20 % 27,75 % 
Candy & Soda       25,15 % 39,11 % 39,11 % 39,11 % 39,11 % 39,11 % 39,11 % 39,11 % 39,11 % 37,84 % 
Chemicals 22,23 % 24,40 % 25,35 % 25,73 % 24,08 % 22,67 % 29,92 % 28,07 % 27,44 % 25,48 % 24,44 % 21,56 % 24,75 % 26,11 % 25,23 % 25,43 % 
Coal       39,11 % 39,11 %        39,11 % 
Communication 28,55 % 23,30 % 19,26 % 23,29 % 23,83 % 25,95 % 30,76 % 31,12 % 28,38 % 26,34 % 24,85 % 23,30 % 23,14 % 30,41 % 34,70 % 26,55 % 
Computer Hardware 27,92 % 23,30 % 20,53 % 26,72 % 19,96 % 20,86 % 23,26 % 24,31 % 19,31 % 20,45 % 23,16 % 19,69 % 21,14 % 22,66 % 19,15 % 22,05 % 
Computer Software 14,21 % 15,27 % 14,01 % 13,17 % 11,05 % 13,42 % 15,84 % 16,04 % 15,50 % 14,87 % 15,55 % 15,55 % 16,22 % 17,26 % 18,03 % 15,12 % 
Construction 23,60 % 22,78 % 23,88 % 25,40 % 26,49 % 26,05 % 27,15 % 28,80 % 29,62 % 29,24 % 30,56 % 31,71 % 27,13 % 28,87 % 28,70 % 27,62 % 
Construction Materials 30,40 % 29,41 % 30,40 % 28,18 % 27,56 % 26,58 % 29,57 % 27,55 % 24,72 % 25,08 % 24,43 % 25,26 % 23,71 % 24,50 % 24,40 % 26,71 % 
Consumer Goods 20,98 % 23,73 % 26,18 % 27,25 % 21,91 % 22,37 % 26,12 % 24,89 % 24,42 % 24,68 % 25,35 % 30,27 % 23,99 % 25,42 % 25,82 % 24,97 % 
Defense 21,06 % 11,03 % 11,03 % 11,03 % 11,03 % 11,03 % 11,03 % 11,03 % 11,03 % 11,03 % 11,93 %  12,18 % 18,54 %  12,54 % 
Electrical Equipment 25,33 % 22,95 % 17,85 % 14,75 % 14,92 % 16,36 % 19,07 % 12,81 % 13,21 % 15,19 % 17,94 % 26,43 % 22,14 % 22,03 % 24,03 % 18,90 % 
Electronic Equipment 19,36 % 19,81 % 17,78 % 16,51 % 15,35 % 15,55 % 19,90 % 21,87 % 20,92 % 20,07 % 19,01 % 18,02 % 16,93 % 19,02 % 15,41 % 18,42 % 
Entertainment 21,16 % 19,49 % 17,37 % 15,51 % 18,33 % 19,55 % 26,12 % 22,73 % 22,84 % 26,59 % 25,57 % 34,59 % 33,75 % 33,05 % 35,37 % 25,71 % 
Fabricated Products 26,92 % 19,70 % 18,04 % 16,65 % 15,68 % 16,77 % 14,13 % 14,39 % 14,79 % 18,69 % 22,32 % 25,52 % 25,78 % 25,01 % 25,50 % 19,68 % 
Food Products 27,91 % 24,70 % 25,65 % 25,20 % 25,64 % 26,84 % 34,47 % 30,99 % 26,84 % 26,75 % 27,21 % 24,72 % 25,52 % 26,85 % 25,22 % 27,05 % 
Healthcare 28,40 % 37,70 % 38,28 % 34,04 % 34,00 % 38,18 % 37,25 % 34,79 % 35,69 % 38,70 % 39,11 % 39,11 % 39,11 % 35,01 % 37,91 % 36,35 % 
Machinery 20,29 % 22,21 % 20,06 % 18,70 % 19,16 % 18,70 % 22,15 % 23,69 % 20,66 % 19,44 % 20,82 % 22,77 % 18,44 % 19,26 % 20,51 % 20,34 % 
Measuring and Control Equipment 19,84 % 19,00 % 17,80 % 15,04 % 15,38 % 19,04 % 20,38 % 20,42 % 20,84 % 19,03 % 20,34 % 18,18 % 21,20 % 19,07 % 16,21 % 18,97 % 
Medical Equipment 24,06 % 22,55 % 15,43 % 18,59 % 19,93 % 18,88 % 23,08 % 23,42 % 20,31 % 20,27 % 17,70 % 19,87 % 19,72 % 20,84 % 23,11 % 20,60 % 
Non-Metallic and Industrial Metal Mining 23,52 % 30,67 % 22,52 % 15,95 % 14,82 % 11,03 % 16,22 % 23,75 % 25,38 % 24,39 % 22,41 % 24,46 % 29,41 % 28,59 % 26,56 % 23,04 % 
Personal Services 36,77 % 37,59 % 36,33 % 38,26 % 35,48 % 37,91 % 39,03 % 39,11 % 39,11 % 32,22 % 29,08 % 27,69 % 29,82 % 33,55 % 31,54 % 33,84 % 
Petroleum and Natural Gas 29,68 % 30,35 % 23,57 % 20,68 % 19,34 % 16,44 % 19,34 % 23,92 % 21,13 % 24,47 % 19,06 % 23,91 % 23,59 % 24,59 % 20,50 % 22,21 % 
Pharmaceutical Products 17,55 % 18,25 % 16,74 % 13,87 % 17,26 % 16,88 % 18,53 % 19,82 % 16,62 % 17,53 % 18,09 % 21,03 % 16,71 % 16,61 % 19,42 % 17,74 % 
Precious Metals     21,99 % 24,00 %   33,87 % 11,23 % 11,03 % 11,03 % 12,00 % 11,76 % 11,03 % 14,70 % 
Printing and Publishing 22,74 % 22,64 % 19,99 % 20,86 % 22,60 % 25,45 % 28,01 % 24,25 % 26,36 % 29,44 % 32,65 % 31,36 % 27,68 % 26,01 % 23,28 % 25,72 % 
Recreation 29,83 % 35,03 % 37,56 % 38,86 % 38,12 % 31,45 % 23,76 % 24,22 % 27,57 % 33,36 % 32,27 % 32,45 % 23,85 % 25,39 % 23,93 % 29,90 % 
Restaurants, Hotels, Motels 30,09 % 29,74 % 28,48 % 29,90 % 30,91 % 27,93 % 28,20 % 30,19 % 28,26 % 28,18 % 27,28 % 27,90 % 28,93 % 28,54 % 28,48 % 28,93 % 
Retail 27,59 % 27,81 % 26,63 % 25,95 % 24,52 % 24,11 % 24,01 % 24,53 % 22,40 % 23,68 % 24,20 % 25,42 % 25,01 % 23,63 % 20,86 % 24,61 % 
Rubber and Plastic Products 33,62 % 34,16 % 31,54 % 28,02 % 35,38 % 33,07 % 38,12 % 34,18 % 28,55 % 26,47 % 23,48 % 28,16 % 25,61 % 26,11 % 30,01 % 30,37 % 
Shipbuilding, Railroad Equipment 14,58 % 11,03 % 11,03 % 11,03 % 15,02 % 14,22 % 17,90 % 18,68 % 15,09 % 17,19 % 16,28 % 15,45 % 19,94 % 21,10 % 21,08 % 16,80 % 
Shipping Containers 30,46 % 36,56 % 38,78 % 37,66 % 36,93 % 35,13 % 37,83 % 39,11 % 36,16 % 32,44 % 32,84 % 33,61 % 39,11 % 39,11 %  36,59 % 
Steel Works Etc 27,55 % 35,47 % 30,20 % 30,15 % 23,85 % 24,77 % 31,65 % 31,87 % 33,22 % 32,86 % 33,61 % 38,01 % 31,10 % 33,44 % 26,17 % 31,32 % 
Textiles 34,38 % 37,51 % 36,37 % 34,25 % 33,25 % 34,61 % 30,53 % 33,77 % 33,42 % 32,93 % 35,38 % 26,97 % 28,96 % 27,39 % 29,11 % 32,55 % 
Transportation 34,11 % 38,65 % 39,10 % 34,70 % 31,99 % 29,65 % 30,92 % 32,28 % 31,75 % 30,69 % 29,92 % 32,21 % 30,11 % 28,62 % 27,01 % 31,66 % 
Wholesale 24,65 % 21,79 % 24,33 % 26,82 % 25,44 % 24,11 % 25,33 % 25,63 % 28,08 % 29,24 % 28,64 % 28,03 % 29,28 % 29,96 % 24,83 % 26,82 % 
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